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Mattel to close plant
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Mattel first opened its doors in
Murray in 1973. By December
1999, it was Murray's largest
employer, with approximately 1,300
employees.
With the national and state economy on the decline, however, Mattel-Murray began feeling the same
financial crunch that many employers around the country have been
experiencing, and, on Tuesday, Mattel Inc. announced its decision to
close the struggling plant.
"What it means is (Mattel)
looked at all the facilities that
were producing materials ... and
decided that the Murray plant would
be the most logical one to go,"
said Donald Myers, vice president/general manager of MattelMurray.
The shutdown will be a phased
closure, with the first wave of
employment reductions scheduled
to occur in June of this year. The
plan, according to Mattel officials,
is to completely shut down the
plant over the next 18 to 24
months.
Approximately 980 jobs will be
lost with the plant's closing. Many
of Mattel's employees were told

of the news durhere," Myers said. "Most of the
ing a meeting at
inventory that we have here now
11 a.m. at the
will not (go to Mexico). They'll
plant Tuesday.
be used up in the manufacturing
The plant was
process."
then shut down
Employees will receive severfor the rest of
ance benefits as per Mattel polithe day. Operacy, with the severance being paid
tions are schedbased on the employee's current rate
uled to resume
of pay at the time of termination,
today.
plus any current shift differential,
MYERS
"It wasn't a
if appropriate. Terminated employmandatory meetees will also be eligible for uneming," said Bruce Fogel, a nine- ployment benefits.
year Mattel employee. "Basically,
All company benefits will remain
I found out through the radio."
in effect through the end of the
A human resources representa- month of an employee's terminative will be available at the plant tion. Consolidated Omnibus Budover the next three days offer get Reconciliation Act benefit covcounseling. Further counseling will erage will then be available for
also be provided at later dates an 18-month period following the
both by the company and by the termination.
Kentucky Cabinet for Economic
Employees received a memo
Development.
Tuesday explaining that in order
Mattel's current plans are to to receive severance pay, they must
move most of the plant's produc- remain at work until their termition equipment to its plants in nation dates; maintain an acceptMexico, according to Myers. The able level of performance at their
company then plans to sell or lease jobs; and work to all existing polithe actual plant and the distribu- cies and procedures.
tion facility, which opened in 1998.
Myers, who has been employed
SCOTT NANNEY Ledger & Times photo
"There'll initially be a transfer
Mattel of Murray has announced plans to close the plant by June 2002. The decision will
of some tools and equipment withimpact approximately 980 employees.
out having an immediate impact II See Page 2

Murder charges filed against teen
By MORGAN HARDY
Staff Writer
Kentucky State Police have
charged a Murray State University freshman with murder in the
death of a female infant found in
Hart College at Murray State University.
The new charge was filed Tues-

day against Angelita Turner, 19,
Hazel who has been in the Calloway County Jail since last Thursday night on a charge of tampering with physical evidence.
Her bail has been set at $50,000.
Turner is believed to have delivered the female infant in her private room in Hart College.

"With the knowledge we gained
from (the autopsy), along with
Detective Michelle Kent's investigation, we confirmed with the
Commonwealth Attorney that we
had a murder case," said KSP Sgt.
Chuck Robertson. "We feel like
and have to assume that the baby
was alive at birth."

While the autopsy is complete,
Robertson said, full forensic results
have not returned from testing
from the West Kentucky Forensics Center in Madisonville.
Turner was arrested after the
dead infant was found in her room.
Robertson said the manner in which
the physical evidence was found

in the room led to the initial
charge.
While Robertson said he could
think of no local precedent for
the case, several high-profile newborn killings have hit the national scene in the past several years.
• Melissa Seaner, Northampton
Township, Penn., pled guilty to

manslaughter in a plea agreement
after giving birth in her boyfriend's
family's shower in May 1997 and
placing her newborn daughter in
a gym bag. The child eventually
died of asphyxia and neglect, the

• See Page 2

Congress to explore
Postal Service problems
WASHINGTON (AP) — A Postal
Service battered by slowing business
and billions in projected losses might
eliminate Saturday mail delivery and
close or consolidate some post offices
and facilities.
Congress wants to know what went
wrong to make such possible service
cuts necessary, especially since a rate
increase went into effect in January.
"We need to know what happened
here," Rep. Dan Burton, R-Ind., said
in a statement, noting that the Postal
Service was projecting big gains entering the holiday season last year.
"The Postal Service can't continue
to run this way without serious harm
to the affordable mail service the American people deserve," he said.
Postmaster General William Henderson was among those called to testify at Wednesday's hearing before Bur-

ton's House Government Reform Committee.
The Postal Service receives no taxpayer money for its operations, but
remains a government agency and operates under laws set by Congress. After
five years in the black, the post office
had a $199 million loss last fiscal year.
Among the problems cited by the
Postal Service are wage rate increases
Larger than the rate of inflation, rising
fuel costs, greater competition and
increasing use of electronic alternatives
like the Internet. There also has been
a drop in mail volume because of the
poor economy, further reducing anticipated income.
Tuesday,
the
Postal
Service
announced a study of options to dig

•See Page 2

UK employees hit
by soaring rates
;r ;

BERNARD KANErLedger & Times photo

ART FOR DISCUSSION... North Elementary School third-grade classmates Taylor Miller, Brooke Paschall, Jesse
Rider and David Dodd compare reproductions of famous paintings during art class Tuesday. The class discussed techniques and elements of the imitations.
1.

INDEX —
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the latest
sports
inside
today's
Ledger &
Times

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)
Soaring health care costs for University of Kentucky faculty members and staff have many employees dropping insurance coverage for their spouses and children or looking for new jobs with better salaries
and benefits, a member of the school's board of trustees told the group during its monthly meeting Tuesday.
Most faculty and staff members recently received word they would be getting 4 percent raises for the 2001-2002 school year. but 33 to 45 percent annual increases in the cost of the university's health insurance plan will leav.e
many taking home less money than they did last year. said Russ Williamsa

II See Page 2
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• Congress

• Mattel ...
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From Page 1
congressional approval," said
out of its hole, such as cutting
Robert McLean, director of the
back to a five-day schedule that
Virginia-based Mailers Council, a
would eliminate mail delivery on
coalition of businesses and mailSaturdays. The agency also will
ing groups.
examine how much money can be
He said the agency should focus
saved by consolidating and closon cutting its work force of about
ing postal plants and offices.
798,000 people.
The American Postal Workers
The new study will examine
Union, which has 366,000 memending Saturday delivery for all mail
bers nationwide, said it would "vigexcept overnight delivery. The study
orously" oppose .,uch changes, won't consider closing post office
which would require congressionwindows for other Saturday serval approval.
ices.
"The effect of such activity on
The study of consolidating postal
the APWU membership would be
facilities will focus on behind-thedramatic as the number of duty
scenes operations such as mail
assignments would be reduced and
sorting and delivery and will seek
employees would be required to
ways to avoid affecting customers,
relocate to more distant locations," Fineman said.
William Burrus, the union's execLast week, the Postal Service
utive vice president, said in a stateannounced its plans for labor,
ment.
administrative and transportation
The financial savings of going
cuts over the next five years. Deputy
to five-day service could be sub- Postmaster General John Nolan
stantial, said S. David Fineman, vice
said the agency is committed to
chairman of the post office's gov- --"Zutting costs by $2.5 billion by
erning board and one of those sched2003.
uled to testify.
Earlier this month, the Postal Ser"It could offset the amount of
vice said it was freezing more
the loss that we have, and we
than 800 new construction and
‘actions
would hope that whatevec
leasing projects across the counwe take will be able to cihse us
trY.
to ask for less of a rate increase,"
For the past several years postal
he said.
leaders have sought changes in the
The price of first class mail
laws that regulate how the post
went up a penny to 34 cents in
office operates to give them more
January. Postal managers plan to flexibility in changing rates and
apply this summer for another rate services to contend with rising
increase, to take effect next year. costs and changes in competition.
Critics of the agency questioned
Long negotiations and hearings
the purpose of the new study.
produced a bill the agency felt
"The Postal Service should be would solve many of their probfocusing on issues they can imple- lems last year, but the measure never
ment now and management deci- came up for a vote and died with
sions they can implement without the end of the last Congress.

• Murder

prosecutor in the case said. She
was 17 at the time of the case.
• In one of the most famous
neonatal killings, Melissa Drexler

CLARIFICATION
In the Tuesday edition of the
Ledger & Times, Anthony Canaway, 36. was listed as being lodged
in the Calloway County Jail after
his arrest. He was not physically
lodged in the jail.
The Ledger regrets the error.

"It took everybody by surprise,"
said John Williams, executive vice
president of the Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce.
"It's pretty devastating to a community, not only to lose a business that was providing jobs, but
also one that was so communityminded."

SCOTT NANNEY / Ledger & Tunes photo

This sign greets Mattel workers as they drive into the plant, which is beginning a phase-out of
operations to be completed with a plant shutdown June 2002.
those resources, however, he said
Murray's economic leadership now
faces the difficult task of replacing nearly 1,000 jobs.
"The leadership of this community is going to have to act quickly and aggressively," Jackson said
Wednesday morning. "Our job is
to replace the plant. We're going
to have to recruit like we haven't
had to recruit in a long time."

State Sen. Bob Jackson(D-Murray) said he has already been in
touch with Kentucky Gov. Paul
Patton and the Cabinet for Economic Development. Even with

"It's going to have an unfortunate effect of the city and county and everybody else," Murray
Mayor Freed Curd said. "Everybody's losing a little piece of the
pie."

"We haven't had a building of
this size to offer anyone who wanted to come in," Williams said."Now
that we have one, we'll definitely be on the map."

"The people here in Murray
should be very proud of the work
that was done here," Myers said.
"Nobody failed in this plant. It's
simply a matter of global pressures and a company trying to
meet those pressures."
Still, many at the plant could
express nothing but disbelief regarding the company's decision.
"There were some people there
that were just shocked," Fogel
said. "It was business as usual
until yesterday. I'm not so much
worried about the job I'm losing,
but what's the future going to
hold? What's it going to look like
for my kids?"

for the 2001-2002 fiscal year —
an increase of $73.70 monthly or
$884.annually.
— The cost for the EmployeeSpouse plan will rise from $227.56
to $329 — an increase of $101.44
per month or $1,217 annually.
— The cost for the EmployeeFamily plan will increase from
$363.96 to $488 — a jump of
$122.04 per month or $1,464.48
annually.
A salary increase of 4 percent
for an employee making $35,000
a year will generate only $1,400
in added income before taxes.
Many employees make much less,
as little as $18,000 per year.

Williams gave members of the
board an anonymous sampling of
nearly two dozen of the hundreds
of staff e-mails, each describing how
the rate increases would affect their
families. The comments described
the financial hardships that the
increases will cause.
Loys Mather, a faculty representative to the board, said the
steep health care cost increases
come at a time when the university already is having a hard time
attracting and holding on to talented faculty and staff members,
and could hurt. the school's effort.
to become a Top 20 public institution.

The shutdown will represent the
largest loss of jobs in Murray
since the closing of the Tappan
plant. which displaced nearly 750
jobs, in the early 1980s.
Jackson pointed out, however,
that those jobs were replaced later
by Briggs and Stratton, Kenlake
Foods and South Eastern Book
Company when those three companies moved into the old Tappan
building.

• UK...

• ••

From Page 1

at the Murray plant for only six
months, said no exact timetable
for the closing of the plant has
been set, other than the projected
2002 closing date. He also said
he is unsure of what part of the
plant would feel the effects of the
shutdown first.
"It won't be in one particular
area because they're all pretty
highly integrated," Myers said. "It'll
be based on the needs of the given
point and time."
While rumors of the possible closure of the plant had been widespread, both employees and community leaders seemed to be caught
off guard by Tuesday's announcement.
"They didn't really tell us much
about it," said Kevin D'Angelo, a
24-year employee of Mattel. "I
haven't even been looking for more
work. Financially, we're not in
that bad of a shape, but a lot of
people who work out there are
both spouses in a home. A lot of
them might have trouble trying to
make ends meet with both being
laid off at the same time."

to
aggravated
guilty
pled
manslaughter in Aug. 1998. Drexler
told the court she had delivered
the baby in a bathroom toilet stall
at her high school prom, tied the
bag closed and put it in a trash
can.
• Amy Grossberg, formerly a
student at Ramapo High School
in New Jersey, pled guilty to aggravated manslaughter after her
boyfriend, Brian Peterson, entered
a plea bargain in which he agreed
to testify against her. Grossberg,
who was a freshman at the University of Delaware in Newark,
delivered the baby in a motel room.

From Page 1
staff representative to the board.
"I sent out an e-mail asking
faculty and staff to let me know
how this was going to impact their
families," Williams said."More than
500 people responded to me, some
with horror stories that caused me
to get up from my computer for
a moment to regain my composure.
"There are some whose spouses are not covered or whose children are not covered because they
can't afford it. People are really
worried and scared about how they
are going to support their fami-

lies in the upcoming months."
Under the new rate schedule
released last week, the university
pays the yearly cost — $206 —
for a single employee to receive
health care coverage under the
basic UK-HMO Lexington/Regional Service Area plan. The cost for
employees to add family members,
however, makes it difficult for
some employees to make ends
meet, Williams said.
— Beginning in June:
— The cost to an individual
for the plan's Employee-Child(ren)
package will increase from the
$172.30 a month paid during the
2000-2001 fiscal year to $246.00
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MIAMI (AP) — George W.
Bush's narrow margin of victory
in Florida would have likely tripled
had the U.S. Supreme Court allowed
a hand recount of the undervotes
to be completed, a newspaper
review of the ballots concluded.
Bush would have expanded his
537-vote victory to a 1,665 margin if the recount ordered by the
Florida Supreme Court had gone
ahead under the most inclusive standards, the Miami Herald and USA
Today reported Wednesday. Those
standards would have included even
partial punches and dimples as
votes.
When the process was stopped,
recounts using a variety of standards had already had been completed in seven counties — Palm
Beach, Volusia, Broward, HamilEDC HONOREES ... Pictured are the Murray-Calloway County Economic Development Corpoton, Manatee, Escambia and MadiMiami-Dade
ration (EDC) officers and board members. From left to right are John Williams, secretaryson — and in 139
treasurer, Melvin Henley, president, Sally Hopkins, vice-president, Bob Hargrove, board memCounty precincts.
ber, Sen. Bob Jackson, board members, and John Peck, outgoing vice-president and board
Bush's 1,665 margin was based
member. Fellow board member David Graham was unable to attend the meeting. Henley preon the assumption those numbers
sented the year in review, and Williams and Rick Melton reported on the financial standing of
would stand, but that in all the
the EDC and its activites. Dr. Gary Brockway and Libby Welch gave an update on the Main
rest of the state the most generStreet project with plans for its future.
ous standards would be applied.
But the Herald reported that
the balance would have tipped to
Al Gore if a recount of the undervotes had been started from scratch
in all 67 Florida counties using
the most inclusive standards. Under
that hypothetical recount, free from
the fragmented chronology of the
post-election contest, Gore would
where a poor child qualifies for
have won the White House by
(AP) — After 3 percent. while 10 saw drops of aid but his or her guardian —
WASHINGTON
found.
paper
393 votes, the
six years of remarkable decline, more than 3 percent.
often a grandparent or other relAn undervote is a ballot on which
on
of
welAmericans
number
the
precedthe
during
by
contrast,
ative — does not and therefore is
no preference for president regisin
a
rise
fare
begun
about
to
has
to
from
March
months,
ing
not subject to work rules.
three
on
ballot
a
is
tered; an overvote
has stopped falling
June, only five states saw their
which more than one preference dozen states and
Others remaining have excepin most others.
caseloads increase by 3 percent,
registered.
challenging problems —
tionally
while 29 saw drops that large.
Caseloads are still dropping in
very little education or work expeUSA Today's analysis focused
states
four
1999,
in
just
Similarly,
exclusively on what might have nearly a dozen states, and the
saw their caseloads rise by 3 per- rience, drug addiction, mental health
happened if the recount had been national total is still creeping down, cent between June and September, problems or a history of domesbut for most of the country, it
allowed to continue.
while 34 saw them drop by that tic violence — that make it difappears that the days of everficult to provide for themselves.
much.
The results bucked the expec- shrinking welfare rolls have come
tations of the Democratic and to an end.
Some states say special cirSome states continue to see
Republican teams during the Floritheir caseloads drop, including New cumstances explain their caseload
"The people who could go to
da recount contest, finding that
York and California, where one climb. In West Virginia. for
the more inclusive recount stan- work have gone to work," said in three of the nation's recipients instance, the state increased bendards sought by Gore would have Rita Dobrich, a welfare adminis- live. As long as caseloads in big efits and allowed more people- to
helped Bush. And the strictest stan- trator in West Virginia, where case- states fall, the national number is qualify. In Texas, new policies allow
dard sought by Republicans — loads rose by about 8 percent over likely to continue dropping.
welfaie recipients to continue colthat only clean ballot punches be the last year after plummeting 70
lecting
benefits daring their tir,!
economy
the
Since September,
counted — would have given Gore percent.
of work.
months
six
has showed signs of weakness,
an. extremely narrow three-vote
It's not entirely clear why some and state officials fear that a shortvictory. Both newspapers said that states are seeing their caseloads rise, age of jobs could drive more peoBut state officials, who were
was too close to withstand the and officials fear the situation may ple to government aid.
already anxious about the econopossibility of errors.
my and about time limits that will
only get worse if the economy
Even in a strong economy, wel- soon expire. are also reexamining
weakens.
"Many Americans were asking
fare experts have known that the their programs to see what adjustthe question 'What would the result
Nationally, the welfare rolls numbers would eventually have to ments are needed to serve a more
be if the Florida Supreme Court's peaked in 1994 at nearly 14.3 mil- level off.
disadvantaged population.
order to conduct hand recounts in lion people, mostly single women
keep
can't
caseloads
"These
out?"
carried
In Tennessee, for instance, the
all 67 counties were
and their children. Amid tough
Martin Baron, the Herald's exec- new rules and the strongest econ- dropping forever," said Wendell state is offering education and
utive editor, said Tuesday. "We omy in a generation, they began Primus, a welfare expert at the training for those who still have
felt it was our responsibility to a dramatic decline, falling further left-leaning Center for Budget and not found jobs. counseling for
examined those with severe probleMs and
answer questions that so many and faster than anyone predicted. Policy Priorities, who
found a interest-free loans to help those in
and
caseloads
stamp
food
people had."
trend.
similar
numthe
2000,
By September
rural areas buy cars.
The review of 61,195 under- ber of people on welfare had fallDuring the last six months of
State officials are not eager to
votes did not examine the approx- en by nearly 60 percent to fewer 2000, 13 states showed food-stamp
rising caseloads, and those
discuss
in
cast
overvotes
imately 110,000
than 5.8 million people, accord- cases increase by more than 3 per- that do profess little concern.
planare
papers
Both
election.
the
ing to data that the Department cent, versus just four states in the
ning a separate analysis of the of Health and Human Services is last six months of 1999, Primus
"It's certainly something were
overvote next month.
at, but at this point, it's
looking
food-stamp
release.
nationally,
And
to
said.
preparing
slightly not cause for alarm." said Vince
increased
caseloads
A group consisting of The AssoBut the decline — which reached between June and December after Wood. a top welfare official in
ciated Press, The New York Times,
20 percent in one year — has considerable drops.
Arizona, where caseloads have
The
CNN,
Post,
Washington
The
dramatically slowed. Nationally,
by nearly 12 percent
increased
Palm Beach Post, St. Petersburg
In case assistance, some of the
the number of recipients fell by
since last May. "You have to botTimes, The Wall Street Journal
off
is
expected. Some
less than 1 percent between June leveling
tom out sometime."
and Tribune Publishing, which owns
remaining cases are "child-only,"
recent
most
the
and
September,
the Orlando Sentinel and the South
month for which data are availFlorida Sun-Sentinel, is analyzing
able.
ballots
presidential
uncounted
all
inc. Motorola V2260
cast in the Florida election, includThat's compared with a 4 perCenter
Shopping
Digital PlhontDixieland
ing overvotes.
cent decline in the preceding three
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to see rise in some states
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"What this shows is that if you
count the voter's intent, Gore wins.
If you look for excuses not to
count votes, Bush does better,"
said Doug Hattaway, Gore's national campaign spokesman, now working as a Democratic consultant in
Boston:
But White House spokesman
Ken Lisaius said the 537-vote victory is the correct tally.
"If you look at the facts, using
the law of the land, President Bush
won this election on Election Day,"
he said.
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Reporters named to
witness execution

New Florida
recount still
pegs Bush as
president

Gore supporters were quick to
interpret the newspaper findings
as evidence that the vice president should have won the election — and thus Florida' 25 electoral votes and the presidency.
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NOW OPEN!
Serving Catfish Fillets, Broasted Chicken
Seafoods, Country Ham & Short Orders
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Open Everyday except Monday 8 a.m. to 8:30 p.m.

Cypress Springs Restaurant
"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"
Pontoon and Jetski Rentals Available
Owners: Sue Williams • Judy & Louie Williams, Managers
ocated Approx 15 miles South of Murray off HWY 121

436-549f,

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Nine
news reporters selected to witness
the possible execution of death
row inmate Ralph Baze were
announced Tuesday by the Department of Corrections.
Baze, convicted of shooting the
Powell County sheriff and a deputy
in a 1992 ambush, is scheduled
to be put to death by injection
April 10. His attorney, Milt Toby,
said Baze's initial appeal to a U.S.
District Court will be filed by the
end of the week and a stay of
execution is a foregone conclusion.
The appeal, alleging that Baze's
trial was fraught with errors, will
go to Judge Henry Wilhoit in Ashland.

specifically but requires a witness
from the daily newspaper with the
largest circulation in the county
where the execution will be conducted — in this case Lyon County, site of the Kentucky State Penitentiary.
Baze shot Powell County Sheriff Steve Bennett and Deputy Arthur
Briscoe on Jan. 20, 1992, when
they tried to arrest him on a warrant from Ohio. Baze claimed selfdefense but was convicted of two
counts of murder in December
1993 and sentenced to die.

The U.S. Supreme Court twice
has declined to hear the case, most
recently on Feb. 20. The Kentucky Supreme Court also has
turned down Baze's appeal. Gov.
"I would be extraordinarily sur- Paul Patton, following the state's
prised if he denied the stay," Toby procedure, signed Baze's death
said in a telephone interview. "But warrant on March 8.
the state has to go along with its
Kentucky has executed two
procedure."
inmates since capital punishment
• Part of that procedure is the was reinstated in 1976 — Harold
naming of news media witnesses, McQueen, electrocuted in July
some of whom are chosen by lot- 1997, and Eddie Lee Harper, killed
by injection in May 1999.
tery.
The Department of Corrections
selected three broadcast reporters:
Alan Watts, WKDZ radio in Cadiz:
John McGary, WLEX-TV in Lexington; and Keith Farrell, WHRZ
radio in Madisonville and Princeton. Selected as alternates were
Greg Stotlemyer, WTVQ-TV in
Lexington, and Steve Duncan.
WHAS-TV in Louisville.
The Kentucky Press Association selected three newspaper representatives: Jeff Moreland, Clay
City Times; Bruce Williams. Perry
County News in Hazard: and Jennifer Brown, Kentucky New Era
in Hopkinsville. David Bauer of
The Daily News in Bowling Green
was selected as an alternate.
Remaining witnesses, whose
organizations are specified in law,
would be Kimberly Hefling of The
Associated Press, Paul Miles of
Kentucky News Network and Bill
Bartleman of The Paducah Sun.
The statute does not name the Sun
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MURRAY PRESCHOOL/HEADSTART &
EARLY HEAD START REGISTRATION
REGISTRATION
Friday, April 6, 2001 - 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
1st Floor Special Education Building - MSU
(acrossfrom the Boy Scout Museum)
ELIGIBILITY IEQUREmE

FOR PREscin-

•Age three or four by October 1, 2001
*Qualify for income guidelines (four year olds must meet school district's
tree meal guidelines; three year olds must meet Federal Poverty Guidelines).
•Disability children will be eligible regardless of income.
•Children who turn three during the 2001-2002 school year and meet disability guidelines may enter the program on their third birthday.

For information call 762-3262
Please Bring:
'Child's Certified Birth Certificate
'Proof-of-Income. Check stubs,'00 tax returns (1040 tax form, W2 forms)
K-TAP, Child Support, Social Security or SSI, Grant/Scholarship information etc.
!Social Security cards of all family members
'Medical Card or Insurance Numbers
'Custody Documentation, if applicable
Locations of Program: MSU Special Education Building, Willis Early
Child Care Center, Ruby Simpson Child Development Center
ELIGIBILITY REOUIRE_MENIS FOR EARLY HEADSTART
•Pregnant Women
•Infants and Toddlers Age Birth to Three
•Must Meet Federal Poverty Guidelines

For Information Call: 762-5438
Please Bring:
'Child's Certified BirthCertificate
•Proof-of-Income - Check stubs,'00 tax return (1040 form, W2forms), K-TAP.
L hild Support, Social Security or SSI, Grant/Scholarship information etc.
*Social Security cards ot all family members
•Medical Card or Insurance Numbers
I.ocation of Programs: MSU Special Education Building
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A common cause
When the news broke Tuesday
afternoon about the closing of MatWILLFUL THOUGHTS
tel, many of us were a bit skeptical. After all, how many times
had the closing rumor swept through
our community?
It was easy enough to stay in
denial until an employee packet
was placed in front of us. There
moot point. What is important is
in black and white was proof that to hurt this community.
While it is still uncertain how making sure that there are new
the plant is indeed closing - with
or without the blessing of this long employees will continue work- jobs available in the community.
community.
ing, those who have talked with
Some of that burden will fall
Donna Herndon, director of the the Ledger have described the sev- upon the shoulders of the MurCalloway County Family Resource erance packages as generous.
ray-Calloway County Chamber of
However, that is little comfort Commerce and the Murray-CalCenter and chairman of CUBS
(Calloway United Benevolent Ser- for those who face bills that won't
loway County Economic Develvices) is gearing up for what stop coming simply because the
opment Corporation.
promises to be a tight year ahead. payment source is eliminated.
These people must work even
many
of
our
famThe closing of Mattel-will directSadly enough,
ly impact approximately 980 ilies are "one paycheck from dis- harder to draw new industries to
town.
employees. But the indirect impact aster," according to Herndon.
The Mattel jobs were good for
will be felt by everyone in this
The reality is in front of us
community.
and the important thing for us as our community because they paid
Herndon expressed concern a community is to rally around better than most places in town.
Tuesday that the service agencies, these displaced workers and their While "a job is a job" is cerwhich are already feeling the impact families.
tainly a nice phrase, it is imporof layoffs, will be overwhelmed.
There will be a lot of hurt, a tant for our city and county leadVanderbilt Chemicals laid off lot of anger and perhaps a bit of ers to look for companies that will
the majority of its workforce and sadness. But in the end, we as a provide similar compensation.
implemented a temporary plant community will have to pull togethUntil we get to that point, we
shutdown in March.
er to survive this crisis.
all need to remember that these
Herndon called the news of
Just as our parents and grandtrying times.
Mattel's closing as "devastating." parents survived the closing of are very
In
order
to survive this crisis,
"The implication for families Tappan in the 1980s. so too will
having babies and buying houses, we survive the closing of Mattel. we need to support our friends
those dreams are simply up in
It does little good for us to sit and neighbors.
Our hearts may be heavy, but
smoke," Herndon said.
around and debate the "what-ifs."
From an economic standpoint, Talk of whether a union would our prayers are loud. Have faith
the loss of Mattel is indeed going have had an impact is rather a and they will be answered.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
The Jordan Times, Amman, Jordan, on Middle East peacemaking:
U.S. Secretary of state Colin Powell was more
than honest yesterday, when he told the American
Israel Public Affairs Committee that the U.S. has
no magic formula' to forge a breakthrough in the
peace process.
I cannot snap my fingers (and) make the current situation go away or turn it around,' he said,
speaking ahead of his meeting with Israeli Prime
Minister Ariel Sharon, (who is) in Washington to
meet U.S. President George Bush.
It is probably one of the more honest comments we have heard from Washington in a long
time.
Moving on, impossible as it might seem now,
firstly requires the mutual recognition of liability
for the ongoing violence in the Palestinian territories and the mutual acknowledgment that negotiations cannot be conducted under violence. Both
parties are obliged to stop. The Palestinians must
send clear signals to the new U.S. administration
that they want to reengage and to improve security cooperation and find common ground for the
resumption of talks.

Neue I.uzerner Zeitung, Lucerne, Switzerland,
on U.S. interest rate cut:
Alan Greenspan, head of the U.S. central bank,
yesterday provided a springtime wakeup for the American economy. The half-point cut in interest rates,
however, will do more to lift businesses than stock
markets. That was to be expected because the man
who is possibly the most powerful in the world
didn't want to leave himself open to the accusation that he was submissively rushing to the aid
of the sickly markets. ... A still bigger interesi rate
cut also could have been interpreted as giving a
too negative picture of the ,U.S. economy. ...
The interest rate cut will above all have an
important psychological effect. Recession fears will
decline, consumption will grow. ... A lower interest level also makes money cheaper and improves
the climate for investment. And if the U.S. economy gets going again, the stock exchanges will
subsequently recover. As a rule that takes about a
half-year.
It is eminently important for Europe that America's economy recovers as quickly as possibly. ...
America is still the locomotive of the world economy, and every other country is coupled to it....
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WASHINGTON (A ) — When
Yugoslav President Slobodan Milosevic was deposed last year, Congress quickly approved a $100
million aid package but added a
significant qualifier: no aid after
March 31 unless Belgrade cooperated with the U.N. war crimes
tribunal that indicted Milosevic.
To some, the wisdom of the
Congress was borne out when
Yugoslav authorities, 'acting just
ahead of the midnight Saturday
deadline, arrested Milosevic at his
Belgrade villa.
"It's absolutely clear to us that
Milosevic would not be behind
bars today were it not for the
international pressure and specifically the deadline imposed by the
U.S. legislation," says Richard
Dicker of Human Rights Watch,
a New York-based private group.
But Ivo Daalder of the Brookings Institution says the same result
would have occurred without the
legislation because both Belgrade
and Washington see eye to eye
on Milosevic: "Out of power and
in jail."
He says that during the Milosevic era, Yugoslav institutions were
obviously not equipped to deal
with war crimes committed by the
Belgrade leadership. But now they
are, he says, and should take precedence over the U.N. tribunal in
bringing Milosevic to justice.
"The issue is not whether he
(Milosevic) gets to The Hague.
The issue is whether justice gets
done," says Daalder.
Secretary of State Colin Powell is no fan of sanctions but had
no choice but to take into account
the congressionally
mandated
March 31 deadline.
He certified that Yugoslavia had
met the congressional requirement
that the country take steps to coop-

AP ANALYSIS

GEORGE GEDDA
Associated Press

-iter

erate with The Hague tribunal even
though it had not turned Milosevic over to tribunal officials.
The action ensured that the $50
million in U.S. aid would continue, but Powell knew he could not
leave the matter there; too many
lawmakers want to see Milosevic
on trial in The Hague, not Belgrade. As things stand, he faces
trial by local authorities for abuse
of power.
So Powell, in effect, kicked the
can down the road, coupling his
certification decision with a requirement that Belgrade continue to
cooperate with the tribunal or face
withdrawal of U.S. support for a
conference this summer involving
Yugoslav donor countries.
Sen. Patrick Leahy, D-Vt., called
Powell's certification decision "premature" but said he was encouraged by the additional inducement
to Belgrade to continue working
with the tribunal.
Powell can ill afford to ignore
Leahy's views, nor those of Sen.
Mitch McConnell, R-Ky., who takes
a similar stand on Milosevic. Both
have a lot to say about the handling of State Department budget
requests because of their respective roles on the Senate Appropriations Committee.
But Daalder thinks the Yugoslays
should be left alone. He says the
United States promised the Serbian people they would be welcomed as a partner of European
democracies if only they got rid

of the Milosevic regime.
That's what they did, and now
the United States is telling them
"Oh, you haven't done just what
I told you to do," and is warning of an aid cutoff, Daalder says.
Dicker demurs. He contends that
it is inappropriate for Yugoslav
and Serb courts to hear charges
relating to crimes against humanity. The best hope for a fair trial
is The Hague court, he says.
He adds that political stability
in Yugoslavia will be enhanced if
Milosevic is tried in The Hague.
-Our.research demonstrates that
the greatest danger to stability is
turning a blind eye to impunity,
or allowing impunity to go on in
the name of deference to stability," he says.
But far from ignoring Milosevic's activities, Yugoslav authorities say they may go beyond corruption and abuse of power charges.
They also are considering charges
for "severe criminal acts" that carry
the death penalty.
The officials say that they are
not thinking about extraditing Milosevic any time soon. But the tribunal's chief prosecutor, Carla del
Ponte, believes Milosevic will be
delivered to The Hague for trial
within two to four months.
He is wanted for alleged crimes
committed against Kosovo Albanians two years ago and additional
indictments are being prepared for
crimes committed in Bosnia and
Croatia between 1992 and 1995.
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New Straits Times, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, the U.S. president, it is glaringly obvious that the
on Indonesian President Wahid:
final disposal of bad loans held by Japanese finanAs pressure mounts on Indonesian President cial institutions is the most pressing economic issue
Abdurrahman Wahid to quit or be impeached, his that the government has to tackle.
supporters and detractors have been planning ralAcknowledging the anxiety of the U.S. side
lies and protests to gather support for their cause." over the bad loans issue, the Japanese government,
Protesters, including university students, have in the joint statement issued following the summit
been agitating for reforms to stamp out corruption, talks, pledged further efforts to promote their final
kick-start economic recovery and end communal disposal.
violence that has claimed thousands of lives and
The U.S. administration obviously harbors a
maimed many others.
strong sense of apprehension over the capability
It must be remembered that it is the people of the Mon administration to tackle issues related
who voted in Gus Dur as the first democratically to the Japanese economy and over the threat that
elected President and even if they perceive that he the Japanese economy poses to the world econohas not fulfilled his election pledges, street vio- my.
lence is not the cure for the ailment."
It will be difficult to resolutely carry out the
This so-called people power may give outside final disposal of bad loans as long as the politiobservers the impression that violence, or threat of cal situation remains confused over the issue of
violence, is part and parcel of life in Indonesia.
Mori's resignation from the premiership.
The political uncertainty is stifling the economy which is agonising for strong leadership and
Japan should launch a cabinet with a powerful
confidence to put it back on the growth path."
leadership as quickly as possible, not only to overIndeed, it will be a sad day if the future of a come the present economic crisis in cooperation
country is decided on the streets.
with the United States, but also to reinforce the
foundations of the Japan-U.S. alliance.
Yomiuri Shimbun, Tokyo, on the Mori-Bush
The latest Japan-U.S. summit meeting can he
summit:
said to have highlighted the importance of this
Even without an expression of concern from task

Daughter
rebounds
from cancer

E)EA-77-1S
Mrs. Virginia B.(Peggy) Hall
....._ Mrs. Virginia B.(Peggy) Hall, 68, Valentine Roa , New Concord, died
Tuesday. April 3, 2001, at 10:10 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
r-- She was a member of New Concord Church of Christ.
1--- Born Aug. 29, 1932, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the
li
t
tde Brack Willoughby and Ella Bailey Willoughby. One grandson, Bobb
itchell, and two brothers, Euin Willoughby and J.W. Willoughby, all preed her in death.
' Survivors include her husband, Calvin Hall, to whom she was married
,• uly 31, 1948; two daughters, Mrs. Debra Gay Ernstberger and husband,
Mike, Murray, and Ms. Christi Rena Hall, Atlanta, Ga.; three grandchildren, Krysta Emstberger and Jon Michael Emstberger, both of Murray, and
Jeremy Mitchell, Atlanta, Ga.
The funeral will be Thursday at 2:30 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Bob Haley and Virgil Hale will officiate. Entombment
will follow in the mausoleum at Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Wednesday).

Kyle B. Bebber
Kyle B. Bebber, 71, Riley Court, Murray, died Tuesday, April 3, 2001,
at 12:35 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A self-employed mechanic, he was of Baptist faith.
His wife, Mrs. Gladys Bebber, died Oct. 17, 1998, and one son, Glen
Bebber, died Sept. 17, 1996. Born June 9, 1929, he was the son of the late
Clarance Bebber and Claudie Jeffers Bebber.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Charlotte Latham and husband,
Allen, and three sons. Lecile Bebber and wife, Teresa, Harold Bebber and
wife, Carolyn, and Gene Bebber and wife, Lisa, all of Murray; nine grandchildren; five great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Murray-Calloway Funeral Home. The Rev. David Cunningham will officiate. Burial will
follow in Hicks Cemetery.
Visitation will be at"the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Wednesday).

Producer gets DUI
ATLANTA (AP) - The producer of "Cops" was arrested on
runken driving charges while in
Atlanta to meet with police and
irset up filming of an episode of
'he reality series.
An officer stopped Murray Jordan, 64, for making an illegal left
turn in Atlanta's Buckhead section
!Monday night, police said.
The officer smelled alcohol on
Jordan's breath, according to police.
Police said Jordan tried and
failed three times to recite the alphabet, could not hold his leg up for
more than a second and did not
. follow directions when officers
asked him to walk heel-to-toe.
Jordan told officers he had four
glasses of wine with dinner, police
said.

His blood-alcohol level was
measured at .136 percent. The legal
limit in Georgia is .08.
"Cops," which has been on television since 1989, has become
famous and often parodied for following actual police officers as
they work a beat, arresting drunks
and others.
Jordan works for Langley Productions, which that produces
"Cops" for the Fox network. He
lives in Tarzana, Calif.
Police spokesman John Quigley
said Jordan was in Atlanta to meet
with police about filming an
episode.
Jordan visited the city in 1998
to film an episode of "Cops" and
told Mayor Bill Campbell that he
was impressed by its safe streets.

BERNARD KANE / Ledger & Times photo

WORK AREA...A&K Construction workers build the frame for a new strip mall being built to
house Dollar Tree, Cato's, Shoe Show, and Sally stores in front of Wal-Mart on US 641.

• Unlimited Nights, Unlimited Weekends. Talk for hours
without burning minutes
• Plus, Nationwide Long Distance. At no extra cost, 24/7.
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Ericsson A1228di

s19

Nokia 5165

or $3995

Suddenly, "I'll call you tonight"
makes good economic sense.

'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this stock
uric - price unchanged

Hilliard Lyons '
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366
Our Best Investment Is You.

LOS ANGELES (AP)- Maureen Reagan says she has rebounded after being told earlier this year
during aggressive cancer treatment
that she was close to death.
"As a matter of fact, I had
been given kind of the death sentence back at the beginning of the
year," the 60-year-old daughter of
former President Reagan and actress
Jane Wyman said by telephone
Monday on CNN's "Larry King
Live."
Ms. Reagan returned home
recently after almost four months
at Saint Johns Health Center.
"I'm still in treatment, but the
bio-chemo that I had ... seems to
have worked, and here I am," she
said. -I'm still confined to the
house because of having been in
bed for 4 1/2 months. I kind of
have to learn how to walk all
over again."
Reagan was diagnosed with
melanoma, the deadliest form of
skin cancer, in 1996.

Unlimited nights,. Unlimited weekends.
At no additional charge.
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quality?
You get what
you pay for.
We provide excellent funerals with no hidden costs. We
reach beyond the expectations of the families we serve.
lb us, this means several things... being available at all
times before, during, and after the funeral; offering a
variety of options to personalize the service; maintaining
comfortable surroundings and a warm atmosphere. and
treating each family with all the dignity and
professionalism they deserve.
Sometimes the best can cost less.

Funeral Homes
311 N. 4th Street. • Murray, KY •(270) 753-4612
304 Barnett Street • Hazel, KY •(270) 492-8758
"Six Generations Of Our Family Serving The Families Of
Murray And Calloway County Since 1847"
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Youth Company will
present show here
The Youth Company of Murray and Calloway County is now
rehearsing for its presentation of
"Give My Regards to Broadway"
from May 2 to 6 at Murray State
University Lovett Auditorium.
Rush H. Trowel IV, director,
"this is a fast paced musical revue,
best
Broadway's
highlighting
shows, past and present. Selections will be by "Phantom of the
Opera," "Guys and Dolls," "Oklahoma." "Footloose." "Titanic" and
many other shows.
The Youth Company will perform selections from "The Sound
of Music," "Peter Pan," "Joseph
and the Amazing Technicolor

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

Dreamcoat" and joining the 35member company for many more
Members of the Youth Company are Will Blackford. fourth grade,
Southwest Elementary: Justin Blodgett and Laura Scarborough, third
grade, Murriy Elementary School.
Adam Blodgett. Leslieanne Gilson
and Alicia Naulty. fifth grade, Alex
Farris. Sarah Hines and Nicole
Schmittau, sixth grade, and
Jonathan Raj. eighth grade, Murray Middle School; Jesse Bullard
and Ryan Stanger, eighth grade,
Calloway County Middle School
For more information about tick
ets call 762-4470.

"200 Church-200 Mile Yard Sale" is planned Saturday by
over 200 churches in West Kentucky and West Tennessee. This
is an effort to raise funds for the Reelfoot Rural Ministries.
Proceeds will help feed the hungry, provide affordable childcare for children, and assist families in emergencies.
Local churches participating in this effort are Goshen United Methodist Church, Highway 121 North at Stella, and Kirksey United Methodist Church, Highway 299 in Kirksey. The
inside yard sales will begin at 8 a.m. at both churches.
For more information call Carol Brunn at 759-4275.

Lodge training Saturday
An American Red Cross Relief Training Program, 4 1/2 hours
in length, will be presented Saturday at 10 a.m. for WOW Lodge
728 at the WOW Youth Camp. Mark Anderson will be the teacher.
Each one should bring a sack lunch. All lodge members are requested to attend.

Phillips named winner
Jeremy Phillips of Hazel has
been named a national award winner in business education by the
United States Achievement Academy.
Phillips, a student at Calloway
County High School, was nominated the award by Jennifer Stubblefield. business teacher.
His biography will appear in
the academy yearbook.

FUN & FASHION

the spring and summer torecast in
fashion is an explosion of prints, outlandish accessories, and kaleidoscopic colors.
Important fabrics for this season are
natural fibers like cotton and silk,
sheers, knits, and geometries.
The important hot items for spring
are, big earrings, pointed shoes, narrow belts, bare shoulder tops. lots of
details, ruffles on tops and skirts.
Accessories are colorful, beaded,
and embellished with lots of decorative details. Hoop earrings and
charm bracelets and beads are a
must.
Prints are geometries and florals.
This is reflected in everything from
dresses to jeans. Fringe is also showing up on just about everything.
Twin sets are still a good item as
they can be paired with almost anything. Tying the cardigan around the
shoujders is a good way to wear
sleeveless items.
Summer is the time for tee-shirts.
How you look in a tee-shirt depends
on the shape of your face and the
curves of your body.
Scoop neck — adds width to a narrow chin and balance to a heart
shaped face. It helps a shorter neck
look longer.
Round neck — is the most popular
because it compliments all face
shapes and flatters most figures.
Vee neck — helps a round face look
less wide and softens angles on a
square face. It slims a thick, short
neck and full bustline.
Johnnie collar — slims the face and
elongates the neck like the vee, but it
is softer, and more feminine.
Mock neck — helps minimize a
long neck and also enhances a small
bustline.
DK Kelley has all types of teeshirts for spring and summer with
different sleeve lengths and a variety
of colors.
Have you been in to get your 10%
off when you try on our new "take 10
lbs. off pant-7 Also 10% off for trying on the French Dressing jean We
now have a new lower riding waist
and boot cut. Also capri's in French
Dressing and shorts and jackets.
Tommy Bahama has more new colors and styles that have arrived
including dresses and jackets.
If you haven't been in lately you are
missing out on a fabulous spring
Congratulations to Doris Harpci
who won the pewter picture frame at
our usual Friday luncheon. Please
come have lunch on us and register
for the door prize each Friday.
Mention you saw our ad on Cable
fV and which channel for 10% off
your purchase'
Come in for your Easter dress. Stay
tuned to next week's Fun & Fashion
report . .
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His grandparents are Jerry
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Starks of Almo,
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South Carolina.
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Seminar set
for April 24
The non-credit class, "Baby
Massage," will be offered as a
one-night seminar by the Murray
State University Center for Continuing Education. This will be
Tuesday. April 24. from 6:30 to
7:30 p.m. at Essential Day Spa
in Murray.
The class will give instruction
on massage techniques that will
help strengthen the bond between
parent and child. Massage can
help babies feel more relaxed, less
fussy, have better digestion and
sleep better.
Also the class offers an opportunity to introduce babies to positive touch. Participants will also
learn which essential oils work
well for babies.
The class is for babies up to
eight months old.
Each one should bring a pillow and enjoy a relaxing evening
with your baby.
The fee for the class is $20
which includes supplies. Space is
limited. To register or for more
information call the MSU center
at 762-3662 or 1-800-669-7654.

Bridaf
RegistrY
Pier 1 Imports
is pleased to have
Christa Johnson
bride-elect of
Shane Schroader
join our
bridal registry.

Pier1imports
Chestnut St., Murray
753-1851

Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

6.00%
(April, 2001)
Southern Farm Bureau Life's
Fixed Annuity
This competitive interest rate is guaranteed tor one year upon issue and
is sublect to change on policy
anniversary dates However. regardless of rate changes over the years
Southern Farm Bureau Life guarantees the rate will never decrease
below 3 000, Since early surrender
charges apply please call tor details
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Walker-Harris vows
will be said April 14
Danita Dawn Walker and Billy Ray Harris announce their engagement and approaching marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter of Danny and Judy Walker of Murray. She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Willodean Hutchens Walker and
the late James E. Walker of Murray, and John McCuan and the late
Margaret McCuan of Farmington.
The groom-elect is the son of Sam and Judy Harris of Murray. He
is the grandson of Rudy and Mary Nell Barnett of Murray, the late
Margaret Pinkham of Glendora, Calif., and the late Howard Ray Harris of Murray.
Miss Walker, a 1988 graduate of Calloway County High School,
is a 1995 graduate with a bachelor of science degree in occupational safety and health and a 1999 graduate with a master of science
degree in occupational safety and health with an emphasis in industrial hygiene and environmental from Murray State University. She is
employed as an environmental engineer at Briggs & Stratton Corporation of Murray.
Mr. Harris is a 1990 graduate of Calloway County High School.
He is employed as a Set-up A at Briggs & Stratton Corporation of
Murray.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday. April 14, 2001,
at 2 p.m. at Good Shepherd United Methodist Church, Cherry Corner Road, Murray.
A reception will follow in the fellowship hall of the church.
Only out-of-town invitations will be sent. All relatives and friends
are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.

BIRTHS
Brandon Thomas Dowdy
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Dowdy of 600 Broad St., Murray, are the
parents of a son, Brandon Thomas Dowdy. born on Thursday, March
22, 2001. at 10:213 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds three ounces and measured 20
inches. The mother is the former Becky Puckett. A sister is Ashley
Dowdy.
Grandparents are Terri Puckett of Hardin. Jimmy Puckett of Aurora and Lynn and Ray Elkins of Farmington.

Parker Marie Greer
Mr. and Mrs. Jason Greer of 1859 Irvin Cobb Rd.. Murray, are
the parents of a daughter, Parker Marie Greer, born on Wednesday.
March 7. 2001, at 3:30 p.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical Center.
Mayfield.
The baby weighed eight pounds seven ounces and measured 20 3/4
inches. The mother is the former Courtney McCoy.
Grandparents are Jerry and Joyce McCoy of Murray, Greg and Lita
Rhodes of Hazel and Charlie and Darlene Greer of Tri City.
Great-grandparents are Dr. Thomas and Dixie Hopkins. Allen and
Pauline McCoy and Sonny and Betty Lockhart. all of Murray. and
Doris Greer and the late Clint Greer, Almo.

Logan Thomas Mattingly
Mr. and Mrs. Matt Mattingly of 361 Colonial Rd., Murray, are the
parents of a son, Logan Thomas Mattingly, horn on Saturday. March
24, 2001. at 9:22 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed five pounds 15 ounces and measured 18 1/2
inches. The mother is the former Christy Bell.
Grandparents are Dwain and Debbie Bell of Murray and Tom and
Jennifer Mattingly of Louisville. Great-grandparents are J.B. and Alice
Bell of Murray.

We Believe...Call Today,for Hope Tomorrow

Rape Crisis Center
1-800-928-7273

Jackson Purchase Friends of Bluegrass will present an evening
of music featuring Jim Hurst and Missy Raines on Friday at 7:30
p.m. at the Marshall County Exceptional Center, 198 Old Symsonia Rd., Benton. There is no admission, but donations will be
accepted. These programs were previously at the Weaks Community Center, Murray, before the building was destroyed by fire.

Diabetes program planned
A two-day course on diabetes self-management will be held for
persons with diabetes on Thursday and Friday from 8 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. in the third floor education unit of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. For more information or to register, contact Certified Diabetes Educator Ann Ingle RN, CDE at 762-1490.

Oaks Couples plan Bridge
Couples Bridge of Oaks Country Club will play Bridge on Saturday at 7:30 p.m. at the club. Hostess will be Shirley Wade,
phone 753-2220.

St. Leo Fish Fry Saturday
Another Fish Fry, sponsored by the Ladies Guild and Knights
of Columbus, will be Friday from 5 to 7 p.m. at the Parish Center of St. Leo Catholic Church. This fund-raising event is open to
the public as one of the events of Lent.

Chorus practice on Thursday
The Chorus of the Music Department of the Murray Woman's
Club will have a rehearsal on Thursday at 7 p.m. at the club
house. The department will present an evening of music as a
fundraiser on May 18 at 7:30 p.m. in the performing arts hall at
Murray State University.

Prom dresses available
Prom or formal dresses have been collected as a special service to high school graduates for their proms. Prom dresses in sizes
8 and 9 have been donated. Any one interested in checking on one
of these dresses call Della Outland at 753-7378 or luta Hutson at
753-7663.

East election planned April 17
East Elementary School Based Decision Making Council will
have an election for two parents for the council on April 17 at
6:30 p.m. at the school. Absentee ballots will be accepted at the
school during that day.

Grace WMU will meet
The WMU of Grace Baptist Church will meet Thursday at 6:30
p.m. in the fellowship house with Rubye Jackson and Faye Tefft
as hostesses.

Moms In Touch will meet
Moms In Touch will meet Thursday from 1:40 to 2:35 p.m. at
First Presbyterian Church. This is a nondenominational prayer support group praying for all school staff and children. For more
information call after 4 p.m. at 759-9778 or 759-4732.

Parents Night Out Saturday
Memorial Baptist Church Relay for Life Team will have a Parents Night Out Saturday from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m. for children, babies
through 6th grade.

Garden Department will meet
Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Thursday at 12:45 p.m. at the club house to carpool to the home
of Jan Ochoa for a meeting. Paula Crouse will direct the program
on "Developing a Rose Garden." Hostesses will be Ochoa. Eva
Morris and Jo Williams.

MHS Boosters will meet

Murray High School Athletic Booster Club will meet tonight
(Wednesday) at 6:30 p.m at the school. Plans for the upcoming
fund-raising banquet will be discussed, along with a report from
the nominating committee.

Fire-Rescue conducting fundraiser

Calloway County Fire-Rescue is currently conducting its annual
fundraiser for its rescue division. Mail outs were sent out to all
homes in Murray and Calloway County. If you did not receive
one, you can still send your tax-deductible donation to CCFR, P.O
Box 6512, Murray, KY 42071. This is the only countywide fundrais
er the squad uses to maintain the rescue department.

Sign-up now for Kirksey ball play

Jfeavenly 'Baskets
SPECIALIZING IN GIFT BASKETS
& BALLOON BOUQUETS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
You

DIHAM IT, WE THEME IT.

615-A Southside Shopping Center

759-2333
WE WILL GLADLY DEI IVER

Anyone interested in playing ball this spring and summer at the
Kirksey Ball Park may sign up by calling Charles at 489-2989 or
Dianna at 1-270-527-2072. This is for children and youth between
the ages of 3 to 15. The sign-up fee is $20 for first child and
$10 for each additional child. There is no late sign-up fee.

Murray Pre-school has openings

Murray Pre-school Co-op has openings in the three-year and
four-year-old classes for the 2001-2002 school year. The teacher is
Evelyn Bolin. For more information or an application call Jill
Adams at 7594578.
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CCMS lists honor
roll for period
Calloway County Middle School
has released the names of students
listed on the honor roll for the
third nine weeks grading period
as follows:
SIXTH GRADE
All As
David Adams, Tucker Adams, Whitney Burkeen, Kelsey Dublin, Nicole
Edwards, Crystal Eldridge. Julie Gingles, Jerrod Henson, Stephen Hill.
Nicole Hudson, Will Kemp. Leanna
Linn, Zach Martin,
Josh Miller, Cory Mullins, Conner
Olsen, Brennan Parker, Brandon
Phillips, Colby Starks, Alissa Thomason, Jake Tindell, Barkley Tucker, Jordan Williams, Ashley Winkler, Ashley Wolfe and Zach Wright.
All As and Bs
Jacob Bryan. Leif Cannon, Heather
H. Collins, Lindsey Dean. Sara Dick,
Steven Douglas, Wesley Durham. Shelley Easley, Whitley Edwards, Keela
Evans, James Fielder, Ginny Furches,
Megan A. Futrell, Megan E. Futrell,
Kelsie Hall. Cassie Howard, Matt
Irby, Ashley Jackson, Darren Jackson,
Abby Kelly, Landon Lockhart, Jordan
Lowe, Elizabeth Maness, Chris Manning, Jessica Martin, Heather Mathis.
Kyle McAllister,
Amber McCallum, Zach Miller,
Jamie Murdock, Matthew O'Neal. Lauren Oliver, Brady Orr, Jordan Patterson. Evan Patton, Josh Price, John
Rameriz-Higgins, Jessica Reed. Rachel
Rushing, Megan Schmidt,
Michelle Schroader, Josey Seager,
Kayla Simmons, Katlyn Smith, Courtney Swift, Jackie Thomas, Ashley
Travis. Jamie Underhill, Darryl Walters, Haley White. Whitney Wicker
and Madeline Wyre.
SEVENTH GRADE
All As
Nikki Adams, Justin Alexander.
Marcy Boggess, Tyler Brockman,
Austin Carter, Chelsea Darnell, Jamie
Eldridge, Catherine Frederick, Chase
Futrell, T.J. Hargrove, Steven Hart.
Laura Jacobs,
Anthony Jeffrey, Jessica Johnson.
Josh Johnson, Jeff Leister, Ryan Leslie,
Ben Lyons, Evan McDaniel. Jessica
Miller, Lindsey Miller, Bryan Murdock, Kristen Parks. Amanda Paschall.
David Robertson, Will Sampson,
Lindsey Smith, Peter Thackston, Taylor Thieke, Heath Towery, Austin Turner. Dustin Wilson. Shellie Wilson.
Mindy Wright and Jacob Young.
All As and Bs
Wesley Adams. Christine Bedwell.
Tyler Buckingham. R.J. Byerly, Josh

BRUNCH EVENT...Kelly Hudspeth, right, Paducah, was guest
speaker at the March brunch by Christian Women of Murray at Green Horse Restaurant. Also pictured are Jean Bird,
seated, and Effie Kemp, standing.

Christian Women hear
Hudspeth at brunch
Kelly Hudspeth of Paducah University. Jackson, Tenn., with a
talked about her work with her degree in secondary and religious
church and community and also education, and received her masabout her mission trips to Russia ter's degree in family counseling
at the March brunch of the Chris- at Memphis State University. She
tian Women of Murray at the was introduced by Jean Bird.
Green Horse Restaurant.
Also a special guest was Becky
Hudspeth opened her discus- Sanchez, coordinator of Parent Supsion on the theme of "Updating port of Kentucky. She said "we
A Resume" by reading scripture are developing a support group
from Acts 3:19. She said "we need for adoptive parents in Kentucky
to continue doing things in faith and to address the needs of fosthroughout life."
ter parents." She noted that there
A wife and mother, Hudspeth are about 300 children in state
has made two mission trips to custody from their homes in the
Klintsy, Russia working with the Purchase area.
Carol Jo Bogard was soloist
building of churches there and
having fellowship with the people and sang two selections with Allene
there. Other scriptures she read were Knight as accompanist.
from Luke 4:19 and Colossians 2.
Effie Kemp, chairman, presided
Mrs. Hudspeth is the wife of and announced the prayer coffee
Terry Hudspeth, the mother of to be April 12 at 10 a.m. at First
three children, Claren, 10, and United Methodist Church ConferAbbey and Zach, 6, and is expect- ence Room and the next brunch
ing their fourth child in June. They to be April 20 at Green Horse
are members of Immanuel Baptist Restaurant.
These events are open to all
Church where she ings , with the
, Immanuel Singers ensemble,,direck ,interested worpen of the area and
the Preschool II Choir and is direc- their are no dues or memberships.
For lesetvations for the —April
tor of the nurseryiptv§chtxyl
brunch call Freda Lovett at 753day School department.
She is a graduate of Union 3999 or Jo Lovett at 753-4683.

Byrne, Zach Capps, Emily Carraway.
Megan Colson. Trent Cossey, Bryan
Craig, Marci Crittendon, Katie Eldred.
Kent Erwin. Tara Etheridge,
Hugh Falwell, Chris Eike, Allen
Flood. Corbet Hall, Laura Harris, Aaron
Hart, Benjamin Hart, Ashley Henson,
Josh Hodges, Austin Hopkins, Heather
Howard, Kaysin Hutching. Nikki Jetton, Brinnon Johnson,
Katlyn Jump, Jonathan Lewis, Jennifer Lofland. Rebecca McCoy, Austin
McCuiston, Chelsea Morris, Chase
Ottway, Kyle Overbey, Courtney Parker. Shanna Parrish, Chasity Pryor,
Whitney Redden,
Lathan Ritzie. Chaz Robinson, Traci
Rose, Lucas Stone. Joseph Suiter.
Kelsey Sykes, Wesley Tucker. Heather
Turley-Salmon, Amanda van Ameringen, Whitney Watkins and Ashley.
Williams.
EIGHTH GRADE
All As
Amber L. Anderson, Elise Brittain.
Justin Burkeen, Andrew Clark, Kayla
Cooper. Danielle Elkins, Kalyn Fox,
Sarah Futrell, Jessica Gamer, Brooke
Henson. Elizabeth Hillard,
Lacey Lamb, Emily Lasater, Calla
Murdock, Kimberly Myatt, Jessica Patton, Carrie Radke, Stacey Rotterman,
Kelly Taylor, Amanda Trites, Ryan
Walls and Carl Williams.
All As and Bs
Jessie Adams, Rachel Barber, Ashley Bogard, Denisha Bridges. Crystal
Brumley, Michael Bumpus, Rakeshia
Burks. Amber Cannon, Chelsea Cleaver,
Bryan Coles, Maegan Coles. Irene
Collins, Leah Darnell.
Casey Darnell, Kristin Downs, Ashley Edwards. Gail Frantz, Jonathan
Frederick, Gloria Fritz. Robin Gibson. Leandra Hale, Nikki Hale, Jessi
Hargrove. Whitney Hendon, Christopher Hill, Ashley Johnson,
Sam Johnston, Zac Larson, Jessica Lassiter, Troy Lewis. Amanda Long,
Hillary Lowe, Natalie Lyons, Corey
McBee, Kara McCoil, Danny McCuiston, ha Milgate. Brittany Morgan,
Holly Mowery, Tia Myers.
Lauren Nance. Austin Raspberry.
Nancy Robertson, Sam Rogers, Lincoln Rowe, Robyn Ryan, Joe Saddoris. Logan Schwettman. Kelly Scott,
Kye Sells, Cory Smith. Kristin Smith.
Kyle Stacy, Ryan Stanger. Andrew
Taylor, Mason Thomas, Krystal Thorn.
Trey Tindell. Kyle Wade. DeeRaya
Waldrop, Brett Welter, Cody White,
Morgan Williams. Curtis Wolfe and
Halee Wyatt.

CREATIVE ARTS.. Serving as hostesses for a recent meeting of the Creative Arts Department of the Murray Woman's
Club were, from left, Lillian Robertson, Janet Wallis and
Angie Massey.

Wright speaks to club
Dan Wright was the speaker at a recent meeting
of the Murray Kiwanis Club.
Wright spoke about the wholesale produce business. He has been in the business of buying and
selling produce for 15 years.
He operates a 6,000 square foot' warehouse north
of Murray; however most of his actual business is
shipped direct from grower to customer.
Wright said he is also embarking on his first
growing operation, developing a u-pick strawberry
patch.

WRIGHT

Pittenger wins honors
Reagan Nicole Pittenger won
honors at the New Star Discovery Baby Pageant held March 17
at Kentucky Oaks Mall.
She won a trophy and her $200
entry fee paid to the state finals
for being named first runner-up
in the 13-23 months age group.
Pittenger also won a trophy for
personality plus in the age group
of 0 to 35 months.
She is the daughter of Dennis
and Stacey Pittenger of Murray.

REAGAN N. PITTENGER

Moon calls for stronger
families, racial and
religious harmony
LOUISVILLE. Ky.(AP) — Unification Church founder Sun Myung
Moon said married couples who
do not have children are failing
to pass on the "lineage" that can
be traced back to Adam and Eve
and their creator.
"We do not have the right to
stop this lineage." Moon said Tuesday night through an interpreter.
"As long as there is no children,
that is not a family."
Moon, 81, spoke at King
Solomon Missionary Baptist Church
as part of a 50-state whirlwind
tour. His church has been criticized by some as a cult, and Moon
served prison time for tax evasion in the 1980s.
Bringing a message he said he
learned from God while visiting
the spirit world. Moon called for
stronger families and for racial
and religious harmony at the
Louisville service.
Moon's hour-and-a-half talk was
attended by a few hundred people from various churches, as well
as the Muslim and Baha'i faiths.
The talk was the centerpiece of a
four-hour rally that included rousing gospel music and a video that
praised Moon's work. It portrayed
criticisms of him as religious persecution and compared him to slain
religious leaders Mahatma Gandhi and Martin Luther King Jr.
In recent years. Moon and his
organizations have sought coalitions

with other religious groups, joining in efforts such as last year's
Million Family March in Washington. He has also promoted a
training program for former addicts
and convicts — called "Jesus and
a Job" — run locally by the Rev.
Charles Elliott, King Solomon's
pastor.
Elliott and other ministers sought
to downplay doctrinal differences.
The Rev. Hycel Taylor of Evanston.
III., who introduced Moon last
night, said he understood those
who question Moon's teachings
but said he supported his main
message.
"Who would be against world
peace?" Taylor asked the crowd.
Before Moon arrived, a group
of about 10 staged a loud protest.
criticizing Moon's political and
business activities and his teachings that Jesus partly failed as
Messiah.
"Those of us who have been
oppressed know he is not a failure." said the Rev. Louis Coleman of the Justice Resource Center, saying Jesus gave cis il-rights
activists their strength and motivation.

A
RECEIVES HONORS.. Emily Duncan, 3, and her miniature
horse, "Travelin In Style," received third place honors for
Best Animal Drawn Vehicle in Monday's annual Tater Day
Parade in Benton. Emily is the daughter of Dan and Melissa Duncan of Almo. She is pictured in a photo taken by
Tina Hill.
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MSU grad
rates No. 1
in Kentucky

Rain cuts
MHS tennis
action short
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray High boys' and girls' tennis teams corn*
pleted their season-opening doubles matches versus Ballard Memorial Tuesday at MHS, sweeping all five.
But heavy rains late in the afternoon washed out the
singles matches, just as the threat of such a thunderstorm
canceled the rest of Tuesday's high school sports schedule.
The Tiger boys surrendered just one game against the
visiting Bombers.
Boone Lane and James Quertermous shut out Kyle
Holmes and Drue Carroll 8-0, Josh Dunn and Chase
Lambert routed Matt Williams and Brandon Fitzgerald 81 and Reid Johnson and Michael Montgomery blanked
Scott Edwards and Devin Granger 8-0.
The Lady Tigers equaled their counterparts in two
girls' doubles matches.
Megan Haverstock and Mallory Rudolph were a perfect 8-0 against Meredith Wiliams and Laura Banks, while
Mandy Brown and Sarah Rail defeated Jamie Reily and
Christina Kartapinas 8-1.
Murray is slated to host crosstown archrival Calloway
County today at 3:30 p.m. at MHS and the Murray State
University courts. Calloway's home match Tuesday versus Reidland was canceled.
Meanwhile, Murray's home baseball game versus St.
Mary and the Lady Tigers' home softball game against
Graves County were also called.
MHS is scheduled to host Fulton County in softball
today at 4:30 p.m. at Chestnut Park, while the Tigers'
itinerary has them visiting Fulton City today at 4:30 p.m.
Calloway County's softball team will be kept out of
action for the fourth straight weekday as Tuesday's trip
to St. Mary's and today's rescheduling of Monday's game
at Graves County were canceled.

MIKE OHSTROM/Ledger & Times photo

BACK AT YOU...Murray High's Boone Lane bats a volley back over the
net during prep tennis action Tuesday at MHS. The Tigers and Lady
Tigers completed doubles \Iay,‘ but all singles matches were called
because of rain.

MSU knows coaching talent
This just in: Murray State knows
basketball coaching talent when it
sees it.
For evidence of that, you need
only to look at the latest coaching carousel, where a former Racer
head coach and a former top candidate for the MSU post has made
headlines in recent days.
Gottfried, who left Murray for
Alabama in 1998 after guiding the
Racers to a 68-24 record in three
seasons, has been linked to the
South Carolina head coaching position.
After leading the Crimson Tide
to the finals of the National Invitation Tournament last week, Gottfried was interviewed by Gamecocks athletic director Mike McGee
at the Final Four in Minneapolis.
Louisville reportedly also had
Gottfried on its short list before
hiring former Kentucky coach Rick
Pitino.

SCOTT
NANNEY

SPORTS
EDITOR
Gottfried, who is 55-42 in three
seasons at Alabama, quelled any
speculation about a move yesterday when the university announced
a contract extension. Terms of the
agreement have not yet been disclosed.
Another top coaching candidate
on the market this spring was former Tulsa head coach Buzz Peterson, who was scheduled to be
introduced as the new coach at
Tennessee during a press conference this afternoon.
Peterson was also a hot prospect

when Gottfried was hired at MSC.
In fact, the Asheville, N.C. native
was one of six finalists for the
Racers' job back in 1995, and was
reportedly Murray's No. 2 choice
behind Gottfried.
In five seasons as a head coach,
Peterson has a 105-50 career record.
His tenure has included four seasons at Appalachian State, which
a year ago produced the Mountaineers' first NCAA Tournament
berth since 1979.
Peterson left the Appalachian
State post after the 1998-99 season to take over at Tulsa for Bill
Self, who left the Golden Hurricane for Illinois.
Under Peterson, Tulsa completed a 26-11 record last Thursday
with the NIT championship, defeating Gottfried's Tide at Madison
&mare Garden
Just like Tulsa — who has produced the likes of Self, Nolan

Richardson and Tubby Smith —
Murray State has proven to be a
launching pad for head coaching
careers.
Other former Racer coaches —
Scott Edgar and Steve Newton —
have also moved on to higher profile coaching positions (Duquesne
and South Carolina). albeit to a
lesser degree of success.
However, both Edgar and Newton proved their worth many times
over during their stays in Murray,
compiling career records of 78-40
and 116-65, respectively.
That winning tradition continues today with current coach
Tevester Anderson. who has guided the Racers to an impressive
67-27 mark in three years.
Don't look for that to change
anytime soon, and expect us to
lose more coaches like Gottfried.
Edgar and Newton — it too has
become a Racer tradition.

Ventura keys Mets' win over Braves
By The Associated Press
Robin Ventura didn't waste any
time in his last two at-bats against
the Atlanta Braves.
Ventura hit a two-run homer on
John Rocker's first pitch in the
eighth inning and hit Kerry Ligtenberg's first offering for another

two-run shot in the 10th to give
the New York Mets a 6-4 win in
the Braves' home opener Tuesday
night.
"I swung at a lot of first pitches, which is pretty unusual for
me." Ventura said.
The Mets third baseman was

Tax time is a great time to think about a

State Farm Individual
Relirenrient Annuity.
See me, your
good neighbor agent
for details about a
State Farm IRA funded
by a deferred annuity.
Mark Lewis
305 North 12th Street
Murray, KY
270-753-9627
Mote Farm is there for We"
State Farm

I

it. In,iirAn,

,mpAn • Home Office: Bloomington, lIlinos

statefarm.com Tea

0-for-5 in his career against Rock- Jones, who went 2-for-4 and drove
er and had never faced Ligten- in Atlanta's first run.
The Braves tied it at 4 in the
berg.
"I missed my spot and got it eighth off relievers John Franco
up and over the middle," Ligten- and Turk Wendell, scoring on RBI
berg said. "If I make my pitch, hits by Rafael Furcal and Brian
maybe it's different. But I didn't. Jordan.
"They've had a lot of success
Some nights, you get away with
mistakes. Unfortunately, tonight against us, especially here," Ventura said. "To be up and for them
John and I didn't."
In other NL games, Houston to come back and then for us to
beat Milwaukee 11-3; Cincinnati come back is nice."
It was the first of 19 games
edged Pittsburgh 3-2; Philadelphia
defeated Florida 4-3; and Arizona between the clubs this season. The
Mets and Braves played 13 times
topped Los Angeles 3-2.
season, and Atlanta won the
last
Tsuyoshi Shinjo. the second
7-6. Since 1998, the Braves
series
a
sign
to
player
position
Japanese
major league contract, singled with hold a 29-15 edge. 18-4 at Turnone out in the 10th off Ligten- er Field. including 3-0 in the 1999
postseason.
berg.
Javy Lopez hit a solo homer
After another out, Ventura, who
went 2-for-5, hit Ligtenberg's first in the seventh off New York starter
pitch into the right-field seats to Al Leiter to tie it at 2 before an
lead the Mets to victory in their announced crowd of 42,117, which
was closer to 30,000 due to a
season opener.
rain and thunderstorms that
steady
didit
"I'd be lying if I said
n't feel like a playoff game," said delayed the start 3 hours and 3
Braves third baseman Chipper minutes.

We Welcome You!

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
According to the most recent
graduation rates released by the
NCAA, Murray State athletes are
currently graduating at a rate of
62 percent, which ranks No. 1
among Kentucky's state institutions and members of the Ohio
Valley Conference.
Also:
• Forty percent of all studentathletes carried at least a 3.0 gradepoint average during the fall 2000
semester.
• Eighteen percent of all student-athletes made the MSU Dean's
List, meaning that 72 of Murray
State's 400 athletes had a CPA of
3.5 or better last fall.
• MSU athletes sported an overall GPA of 2.7, the highest in 12
years.
"That's what we're all about at
Murray State," said athletic director E.W. Dennison. "I like to win
ballgames as much as the next
fan, but when we're educating our
athletes and graduating them, that's
what gives me the most pride and
satisfaction."
Margaret Simmons,assistant athletic director for academics, has
been overseeing Racer academics
since 1990. She's witnessed some
major changes in the academic
careers of MSU athletes.
"If the kids in the past had the
support that these kids have ...
my gosh what a difference it
would've made," said Simmons,
who also serves as the athletic
women's
department's senior
administrator.
"There's just a whole lot of
academic support for athletes today.
If you have the desire to make
it, you can achieve your academic goals."
Both Dennison and Simmons
agree on the most important factor in the academic mission of Racer
athletics: The Weaver Academic
Enhancement Center.
"The biggest addition to our
program has been the Weaver Center," Dennison said of the center,
which is located next to his office
in Roy Stewart Stadium. "That
center, which came to us through

the generosity of Dick and Jan
Weaver, has made all the difference.
"We talk about taking our teams
to the next level athletically. Well,
the Weaver Center has taken us
to the next level academically."
In addition to the individual
and group study areas, the Weaver
Center houses 22 personal computers for use by MSU studentathletes only.
John Osting, director of the
Weaver Center, said athletes are
using the center for a number of
different tasks: writing papers,
doing research and checking their
e-mail.
Murray State student-athletes
also have access to individual
tutors and study groups. Students
who fall below a certain gradepoint average are required to attend
a two-hour study hall four days a
week.
In regards to the rise in graduation rates, Simmons said the
Fifth Year Program has been a
tremendous success. Contrary to
public perception, student-athletes
are not guaranteed an extra year
of financial aid once their days
of competition are over.
At Murray State, athletes who
have completed their athletic eligibility must apply for fifth-year
aid.
To meet that criteria, a studentathlete must be making progress
towards a degree and must be
willing to work part-time within
the athletic department to earn the
money required for tuition.
Simmons said that the athletic
department will commit approximately $98,000 for 21 former student-athletes to pursue their degrees
in the Fifth Year Program. In the
last eight years, according to Simmons, only two students in the
program have not gone on to graduate.
Future plans call for additional computers in the Weaver Center, laptop computers for studentathletes to take on road trips and
an academic at-risk counselor who
will closely monitor and mentor students who are struggling academically.

Racer tennis picks
up win, golf second
Brent Nelwan took the No. 3 douStaff Report
match by default.
bles
Murray Ledger & Times
The Racers host Belmont today
The Murray State men's tennis
team improved to 8-5 by winning at 2:30 p.m. before visiting Samevery contested match in defeat- ford Thursday at 2 p.m. in Birming Southern Indiana 6-1 Tuesday ingham, Ala. and traveling to meet
at the Bennie Purcell Tennis Courts. Auburn Friday at 1:30 p.m.
Women's Golf
The Racers won all five sin, Ala. — Rain
BIRMINGHAM
and
earned
gles matches played
the doubles point with a pair of washed out Tuesday's final round,
victories to stop the Screaming but Murray State still managed its
best showing of the year by finEagles (13-4).
MSU was paced in singles by ishing second out of 14 schools
Nikola Aracic's 6-4, 6-3 triumph at the JoAnn Prentice Lady Blazover Edgar Linares and Thiago er Invitational.
MSU shot a team total of 313
Gondim's 6-2, 6-3 win against
Monday to finish three strokes
Andrew Majxner.
Alex Hoyem downed Jeremy behind tournament winner Arkansas
Richie 6-0, 6-4. Alex Sundsten State
Megan Reese led the Lady Racstopped Ethan Davis 6-1, 7-6 and
with a 75 to tie for second,
ers
CrawChris
defeated
Zakaria Bahri
one stroke off the pace set by
ford 6-4, 6-4.
USI's Weston Phillips won the Arkansas State's Leigh Ann Jones.
Reese's total was the Lady RacNo. 6 singles match by default.
In doubles, Aracic and Sund- ers' lowest round of the spring.
Stephanie Baskey shot a 78 to
sten teamed up for an 8-5 victofor 10th place while Kelly
tie
as
Majxner
and
Linares
ry over
Gondim and Hoyem held off Craw- Wren tied for 16th with a 79,
Cuyler Hedley was 26th with an
ford and Richie 9-7.
81
and Kristen Margherio carded
only
their
claimed
visitors
The
other match win when Davis and an 84 to finish in a tie for 36th.
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Stackhouse
goes for 57
By The Associated Press
Detroit's Jerry Stackhouse and
the Dallas Mavericks are soaring.
Stackhouse looked Jordan-esque
Tuesday night, scoring an NBA
season-high 57 points in the Pistons' 110-83 victory over the Chicago Bulls.
"It feels great to be in that
kind of company as a scorer," said
Stackhouse, who eclipsed Michael
Jordan's United Center single-game
scoring record of 53 points, set it
March 1996. "It's the most points
I've scored in my whole life."
Dallas parlayed a 109-97 victory over the Houston Rockets and
San Antonio's 107-89 win over
Seattle into its first playoff berth
in 11 years.
"It's a great feeling," Dallas' Dirk
Nowitzki said. "My first two years,
we were close, but we didn't make
it. Just to know that we're in the
playoffs is a great feeling."
In other NBA games, it was
Charlotte 103, New Jersey 88;
New York 94, Orlando 82; Boston
82, Miami 77; Toronto 100,
Philadelphia 85; Indiana 85,
Phoenix 81; Los Angeles Lakers
96, Utah 88; San Antonio 107,
Seattle 89; Denver 94, Portland
92; and Milwaukee 107, Sacramento
101.
Stackhouse shot 21-for-36 from
the field and 11-of-13 from the
line to eclipse his previous career
high of 46 points, set against the
Lakers on March 15, and break
Kelly Tripucka's team record of
56 points, set in 1984 against the
Bulls.
Stackhouse's performance is the
NBA's highest single-game total
since Los Angeles' Shaquille
O'Neal had 61 points against the
Los Angeles Clippers on March
6, 2000. Philadelphia's Allen Iverson scored 54 earlier this season.

A perceived insult from Bulls
coach Tim Floyd ignited Stackhouse.
"Ron Artest told me at the
beginning of the game that coach
Floyd said he didn't respect my
game and he wasn't going to double-team me," Stackhouse said.
"Maybe next time."
Floyd did not address Stackhouse's accusations. Instead, he
placed the blame for Stackhouse's
scoring barrage on the Bulls.
"We had a pathetic performance, and it started in the first
five minutes," Floyd said."We obviously didn't do a good job on
Stackhouse. Couldn't guard him.
I thought, refused to."
In Houston, Nowitzki scored 20
points to help the Mays to their
fifth victory in six games, 11th in
14 and the team's first playoff
berth in more than a decade.
"Now we can focus on something else," Mays coach Don Nelson said. "We're happy the way
we clinched it and we can build
from here. We're playing the best
we've played all year."
A place in the postseason was
not enough for some Mavericks.
"Sure, turning it around is
rewarding. But it's something we
all expected," said guard Steve
Nash, who had 16 points. "The
media never put as much pressure
on us as we put on ourselves. We
thought all along we'd go to the
playoffs."
Cuttino Mobley scored 28 points,
Maurice Taylor had 16 and Hakeem
Olajuwon 15 for the Rockets, who
lost for the sixth time in eight
games.
Celtics 82, Heat 77
Paul Pierce had 33 points as
visiting Boston dealt Miami its
third loss in four games since
Alonzo Mouming's return from a

Froggy 103 hosts
bass tournament
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Saturday's Froggy 103 Buddy
Bass Tournament brought 349 fishermen to Paris Landing State Park
and Marina.
The tournament, which included 175 boats, began with a 5:30
a.m. launch. The first weigh-in —
conducted by the Clarksville Bass
Club — was conducted at 2 p.m.
The two-man team of Ray Barga
and Mike Saleeba claimed the
first-place prize of $10,370 for
catching a 22.18-pound fish. Sec-

SCHEDULE
ToDAy
MEN'S TENNIS
• Belmont vs. Murray State
Purcell Courts - 2:30 p.m.
COLLEGE BASEBALL
• Evansville vs. Murray State
Reagan Field - 3 p.m.
HIGH SCHOOL TENNIS
• Calloway County vs. Murray
MSU Courts - 3:30 p.m.
HIGH SCHOOL SOFTBALL
• Fulton County vs. Murray
Chestnut Park - 4:30 p.m. (21
HIGH SCHOOL BASEBALL
• Murray vs. Fulton City
Fulton, Ky. - 4:30 p.m.
THURSDAY
MEN'S TENNIS
• Murray State vs. Samford
Birmingham, Ala. - 2 p.m.
HIGIL_SCHOOL_XENNIS
• Heath vs. Murray
MSU Courts - 4 p.m.
HIGH SCHOOL TRACK_
• Tiger Time Trials
Stewart Stadium - 4:30 p.m.
HIGH SCHOOL SOFTBALL
• Murray VS. Trigg County
Cadiz, Ky. - 4:30 p.m.
• Calloway Co. vs. Ballard Mem.
La Center, Ky. - 5 p.m.
Mai SCHOOL BASEBALL
• Heath vs. Calloway County
CCHS Field - 6 pm.

ond in the National Invitation Tournament.
In three seasons as Alabama's
head coach, Gottfried has a 5542 record. Gottfried played for
Alabama from 1985 to 1987. He
later was an assistant coach at
UCLA and head coach at Murray
State.
Gottfried just completed the third
year of a five-year contract that

ond place went to the team of
P.J. Fti
rer and Derek Janke!, who.
carrie ome $3,000 for their 19.13pound catch.
Rodney Tidwell and Randy
Stone, both of Murray. teamed up
to earn third-place honors with a
catch of 18.21 pounds. The team
received a $2,000 prize for their
effort.
The Big Fish award went to
Billy Schraeder, who reeled in a
fish weighing 6.91 pounds. Second place went to Charles Ball
and James Barns with 6.85 pounds.

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By:

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency"
David King

paid him $375,000 a year.
With all five starters from this
year's team expected back. Gottfried said he expects a bright
future at Alabama.
"I'm excited about our future
and I'm appreciative of the University of Alabama for allowing
me to be its basketball coach."
Gottfried said."And I'm also appreciative of the interest and grow -

901 Sycamore

753-8355

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL

HOT HAND...Jerry Stackhouse poured in 57 points as the
Detroit Pistons blasted the host Chicago Bulls 110-83 at
the United Center.
kidney disease.
strained muscle.
Pierce scored 20 points as the
Mike Miller finished with 27
Celtics erased a 12-point deficit points for the Magic.
in the fourth quarter. Antoine WalkHornets 103, Nets 88
er finished with 20 points.
Jamal Mashburn scored 31
Anthony Mason led Miami with points, and P.J. Brown added 19
16 points, and Brian Grant added points and 12 rebounds as visit14.
ing Charlotte beat New Jersey for
Mourning had 11 points, four the third time this season and for
rebounds and three blocked shots the 14th time in 17 games.
in 23 minutes.
Johnny Newman scored 26
Knicks 94, Magic 82
points and Keith Van Horn 25 for
Marcus Camby had 23 points New Jersey.
and 20 rebounds as New York
Lakers 96, Jazz 88
won for the ninth time in 10 home
Shaquille O'Neal scored 31
games.
points and reserve Robert Horry
The Knicks capitalized on the added 20 for visiting Los Angeabsence of Orlando's Tracy les, which was without the injured
McGrady, who left the game with Kobe Bryant for the sixth time in
5:35 left in the first half due to seven games.

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
L Pct. GB
Philadelphia
0 1 000
—
Montreal
1
0 1 000 1.2
New York
1
0 1,000 1/2
1
Atlanta
500
1
1
Florida
0
2 000
2
Central Division
W
L Pct. GB
Houston
1
0 1 000
Cincinnati
1
1
500 1/2
Chicago
0
1
_000
1
Pittsburgh
0
000
1
1
St Louis
0
1
000
1
Milwaukee
0
2 0001 1/2
West Division
L Pct. GB
Arizona
0 1 000
Colorado
0 1 000
San Francisco
0 i.000
Los Angeles
1
500 1/2
San Diego
0
1
000
Tuesday's Games
Houston 11, Milwaukee 3
N Y Mets 6, Atlanta 4. 10 innings
Cincinnati 3. Pittsburgh 2
Philadelphia 4; Florida 3
Arizona 3. Los Angeles 2
Today's Games
Montreal (Reames 2-1) at Chicago Cubs
(Wood 8-7), 1 -20 p.m.
N.Y. Mets (Appier 15-11) at Atlanta (Millwood 10-13), 605 p.m.
Philadelphia (Chen. 7-7) at Florida (Penny
8-71, 605 p.m.
Pittsburgh (Mulholland 9-9) at Cincinnati
(Reitsma 0-01. 605 P m.
4-4) at Houston (Lima
r
7
Milwaukee
.tlw
6a
h 70 i Rigdon
pm

Tide's Gottfried to stay
TUSCALOOSA, Ala. (AP) —
The University of Alabama has
agreed to extend the contract of
basketball coach Mark Gottfried,
who had been
rumored as a
possible candidate for several
coaching vacancies.
Athletics
Director
Mal
Moore
said
details of the
agreement with
Gottfried would GOTTFRIED
not be released until it is approved
by the Board of Trustees and President Andrew Sorenson.
-I would like to say how proud
I am for the University of Alabama and for the athletic department that Mark will remain in
this position," Moore said.
Gottfried's Crimson Tide team
finished the season with a 25-11
record, Alabama's best season since
1992.
The Tide failed to make the
NCAA Tournament after losing its
final four games, but went on to
win four games and finish sec-
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ing support of our progran) from
our fans."
,Gottfried's name has been mentioned as a possible candidate for
several coaching vacancies, including the University of South Carolina job.

St Louis (Benes 12-9) at Colorado (Astaova .12-9l, 8:05 p.m.
Arizona (Schiiiing 11-12) at Los Angeles
(Drettort 12-9), 9.10 P.m
San Diego (Jarvis 3-4) at San Francisco
(Rueter 11-9), 915 p.m.

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
L Pct. GB
Baltimore
0 1 000
1
New York
0 1 000
Tampa Bay
0 1 000
Toronto
1
1
500 112
Boston
0
1 .000
1
Central Division
W
L Pct. GI21
1
Chicago
0 1 000
—
1
Minnesota
0 1 000
Cleveland
0
1
000
1
Detroit
0
1
000
1
Kansas City
0
000
West Division
Pct. GB
Oakland
_500
Seattle
500
Texas
500
Anaheim
0
000 12

Tuesday's Games
Minnesota 3, Detroit 2
Texas 3. Anaheim 2
Tampa Bay 8. Toronto 1
Oakland 5 Seattle 1
Today's Games
Oakland (Heredia 15-111 at Seattle (Sele
17-10), 5:35 p.m
Boston (Nomo 8-12) at Baltimore (Ponson
9-13), 605 p.m.
Kansas City (Stein 8-5) at N.Y Yankees
(Pettitte 19-9). 6.05 pm
Chicago White Sox (Eldred 10-2) at Cleveland (Finley 16-11), 6:05 p.m
Toronto (Hamilton 2-1) at Tampa Bay (Wilson 1-4), 615 p.m.
Anaheim (Rapp- 9-12) at Texas (Oliver 29), 7.05 p.m.

ABERNATAY'S

SPORTS BRIEFS
Rowing team sets new Racer Regatta date
The Murray State women's rowing team has rescheduled the Racer Regatta. originally slated for Saturday at Cherokke Park in Aurora, for April 28 at
11 a m. The Racers will host Xavier (Ohio) Saturday at 11 a m in a dual
meet

Notice
Photographs disks and other items that have been turned into The Ledger
8, Times sports department can be picked up after publication at the Ledger
office on 1001 Whined Ave Call 753-1916 ext 23 for more information
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These Deals on Digital
Hearing Aids Won't Last Long!
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Collage sparks controversy
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. (AP)
— The archbishop of Santa Fe
says a bikini-clad version of the
Virgin Mary shown in a folk art
museum depicts her "as if she
were a tan" and should be removed.
But Alma Lopez, the Los Angeles artist who designed the photo
collage on a computer, says she
doesn't see what's offensive about
showing the Virgin of Guadalupe
as a modern woman, "a strong
woman, like us."
The regents of the Museum of
New Mexico in Santa Fe planned
to meet Wednesday to consider
whether to remove the work from
the state-funded Museum of International Folk Art.
The collage depicts Mary in a
midriff-baring two-piece outfit covered with flowers. Mary stands barefoot, hands on hips with elbows
akimbo and chin up in a pose that
could be interpreted as a defiant
stance.
"It's a challenge to old images
people have in their mind about
Mary," said Jacqueline Orsini Dunnington, an independent expert who
has written award-winning books
on the history of the Virgin of
Guadalupe and on the Virgin Mary.
Our Lady of Guadalupe was a vision
of Mary that appeared to a peasant in Mexico in 1531.
Archbishop Michael Sheehan
said he found Lopez's image insult-

ing and expressed frustration with
Catholic images being singled out.
"No one would dream of putting Martin Luther King in speedos
and desecrating his memory by
putting him in some outlandish
outfit. I wouldn't want anyone to
do that," Sheehan said. "But somehow it seems open season on
Catholic symbols."
In recent years, Mary has also
been shown "as a golden-haired
Barbie doll," he added.
In 1999. the city-funded Brooklyn Museum of Art invoked the
ire of New York Mayor Rudolph
Giuliani when they exhibited a
painting of the Virgin Mary that
featured sexually explicit cutouts
dappled with elephant dung.
On Tuesday, Giuliani appointed a 20-member "decency commission- to judge the morality of
public art after the Brooklyn Museum featured a 5-foot-tall photograph
of a nude black woman portraying Jesus surrounded by disciples.
titled "Yo Mama's Last Supper."
Giuliani called the photo "disgusting" and "anti-Catholic."
Both Sheehan and Giuliani argue
the works are particularly offensive given that they are displayed
in state-funded institutions.
"I don't believe m promoting
censorship," Sheehan said. "NI
objection to the picture is not on
the basis of morals, as if the bishop was disapproving of a partic-

ular movie ... My objection is oil'
the basis of the insult to the religious beliefs of a very large number of people that look at the Virgin Mary as being very holy. She
is depicted in a floral bikini as if
she were a tart."
Lopez, in a written statement
Monday, said she grew up in Los
Angeles with images of the Virgen, as the word is spelled in
Spanish, and that Mary belongs
to everybody.
"The Virgen is everywhere. She's
on tattoos, stickers, posters, air
freshener cans, shirts and corner
store murals as well as church
walls," she wrote.
Lopez feels under attack by
Sheehan and Jose Villegas, a Santa
Fe resident who said he was outraged by the bikini and by the
bare-breasted female angel included in the digital retablo.
"It violated the sacred boundaries of our culture," Villegas has
said.
•Dunnington argued that the Virgin was invoked as a revolutionary icon for Mexican independence in 1810. That invocation was
expanded later to include all ethnic and racial groups and genders.
"If she is an icon of freedom,
the protesters then have to accord
the artist equal liberty," Dunnington said. "There has to be the
right to freedom of expression.
That is what she has stood for."

Peanuts may cause aller
CHICAGO(AP)— Women who
breast-feed after eating peanuts can
cause peanut allergies in their children, research suggests.
A study published in Wednesday's Journal of the American
Medical Association demonstrated
that peanut protein is present in
breast milk.
Babies are more prone to developing food allergies than older
children because of their immature immune systems. It is generally thought that avoiding particularly potent foods such as peanuts
until at least age 3 will help prevent susceptible children from ever
developing an allergy, or at least
will make the allergic reaction
••
more mild.
Dr. Peter Vadas, who led the
study as director of allergy and
clinical immunology at the University of Toronto. said women
who have a family history of allergies should avoid eating peanuts
while nursing.
An estimated 1.6 million Americans. including 1 in 100 preschool-age children, are allergic to

peanuts, the researchers said. Reactions can range from hives to lifethreatening anaphylaxis, which may
involve sudden low blood pressure, extreme swelling and difficulty breathing.
While deaths from food allergies are rare, experts think peanut
allergies are on the rise.
The researchers analyzed breast
milk from 23 nursing women after
they had eaten a half-cup of peanuts.
Peanut protein was found in samples from 11 women up to six
hours later. The mothers' infants
were not studied.
Co-author Dr. Wesley Burks of
Arkansas Children's Hospital said
the finirthgs eKplain,allergic .reactions such as hives that have
occurred in Mirsing infants whose
mothers had eaten peanuts.
About 80 percent of susceptible children develop an allergic
reaction after their first known
sampling of peanut products, Vadas
said. But typically for an allergic
reaction to occur, the body must
have previously been exposed to

CORRECTION
Spring Break Camp is beginning
Friday, April 6th & Monday, April 9th thru 13th
Summer Camp Officially Begins May 31st!!!

A\

808 Chestnut St.,
Murray, MY
(270)759-9622

PAW P*1 TS 0
Your
Pet Supply Headquarters

•PusPecro •Ealle •Dc..euftood
•Sciewee Vw • 64444.,44.2 76.1,6
7o4 Docia eata
1304-H Chestnut St.
Dixieland Shopping Center

762-0054

the allergen and had time to build
up the antibodies that help trigger
allergy symptoms.
The study suggests that in some
cases the initial exposure may
occur during breast-feeding.
The American Academy of Pediatrics encourages new mothers to
breast-feed for at least a year and
says food allergies are more common in formula-fed babies. But in
a policy statement last summer,
the academy said that because
potential allergens have been found
in breast milk, nursing mothers of
susceptible infants should avoid eating peanuts.
The study was funded in part
by the Peanut Foundation, a nonprofit industry group, and Nestle
Canada, a maker of baby formula.

Magician
unharmed
NEW YORK (AP) — Magician David Copperfield performed
his latest stunt Tuesday. emerging
unharmed after spending about 10
seconds at the center of swirling
flames.
Copperfield stood in a vortex
of cool air within a man-made
140 mph tornado that shot 2000
degree flames. He said the stunt,
which was broadcast live on television, was real.
"It was exhausting and it was
scary," Copperfield said. "I felt a
burning sensation in my throat."
Braces were wrapped around
Copperfield's arms to help him
stay in the vortex, and he wore a
flame-retardant military flight suit
with gloves and a hood fashioned
from the same material.
After the flames and winds died
out, Copperfield collapsed to his
knees and shouted,"I'm hot," pointing to his left leg.
But soon he was back on his
feet. and about twenty minutes
later, he was dressed casually and
speaking to reporters outside the
warehouse.
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Retaining may yield profit
QUESTION: My 6-year-old son
has always been an energetic child
with some of the symptoms of
hyperactivity. He has a short attention span and flits from one activity to another. I took him to his
pediatrician, who said he did not
have attention deficit disorder.
However, he's beginning to have
learning problems in school because
he can't stay in his seat and concentrate on his lessons. What should
I do?
DR. DOBSON: It sounds like
your son is immature in comparison with his age mates and could
profit from being retained in the
first grade next year. If his birthday is between Dec. 2. and July
1, I would ask the school psychologist to evaluate his readiness
to learn. Retaining an immature
boy during his early school career
(kindergarten or first grade) can
give him a social and academic
advantage throughout the remaining years of elementary school.
However, it is very important
to help him "save face" with his
peers. If possible, he should change
schools for at least a year to avoid
embarrassing questions and ridicule
from his former classmates.
You have very little to lose by
holding back an immature boy, since
males tend to be about six months
behind females in development at
that time. The age of a child is
the worst criterion on which to
base a decision regarding when to
begin a school career. That determination should be made according to specific neurologic, psychosocial and pediatric variables.
Let me add one other suggestion that you might consider. Your
son appears to be a good candidate for home schooling. You might
want to keep him in the safety of
your care until he matures a bit,
and then if you choose, place him

FOCUS ON THE FANI11.1

DR. JAMES DOBSON
Syndicated Columnist

in school one year behind where
he would have been otherwise. He
will not suffer academically and
will be more secure for the experience.
Home schooling is especially
helpful for the immature child -usually a boy -- who is just not
ready for the social competition
and rejection often experienced
within large groups. It is also beneficial to children who do not
have this problem, if the parent
is committed to it. That's why
home schooling is the fastest growing educational movement in the
United States today.
QUESTION: When it comes to
education, you have said that the
right factual information can and
should lead to conceptual learning. But aren't you putting too much
emphasis on the memorization
process, which is a low academic goal?
DR. DOBSON:The human brain
is capable of storing some 2 billion bits of information in the course
of a lifetime. There are many
avenues through which that programming can occur, and memorization is one of them.
Let me put it this way: If you
ever have to go under a surgeon's
knife, you'd better hope that the
physician has memorized every
muscle, every bone, every blood
vessel and every Boy Scout knot
in the book. Your life will depend

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -David Kessler — who as head of
the Food and Drug Administration
waged an eight-year battle against
Big Tobacco — still harbors resentment for industry attorneys who
protected the dangerous product.
For years, tobacco attorneys successfully created "a wedge of
doubt- about nicotine's addictive
qualities and the connection
between smoking and cancer,
Kessler told a crowd Monday night
at the Kentucky Center for the
Arts.
"They ran the show. They permitted this to happen for 50 years,"
Kessler said. His book, "A Question of Intent", was the subject
of a Kentucky Author Forum at
the center.

In his book, Kessler detailed
the process that uncovered how
industry scientists knew nicotine
was addictive and that smoking
was harmful.
As FDA commissioner. Kessler
is credited with persuading President Clinton to allow tobacco to
be regulated as a drug. The U.S.
Supreme Court later refused FDA
rules to do so, but the battle put
the tobacco industry on the defensive.
He said last night that a Philip
Morris vice president once told
him privately that the company
would like to spin off its cigarette business but can't because
of the liability question. Philip
Morris had no comment to the
allegation, said spokeswoman

Major League SoccerTM Ball

ef

3980 Murray Paris Rd., Hazel, KY

April 8-12 2001

Purchase a professionally installed
oil change using any Valvoline®
Motor Oil and receive an official
size Valvoline Major League
Soccer Ball.

QUESTION: Is it inevitable that
sexual desire must diminish in the
fifth, sixth and seventh decades
of life?
DR. DOBSON: There is no
organic basis for healthy women
or men to experience less desire
as they age. The sexual appetite
depends more on a state of mind
and emotional attitudes than on
one's chronological age. If a husband and wife see themselves as
old and unattractive, they might lose
interest in sex for reasons only
secondary to their age. But from
a physical point of view, it is a
myth that men and women must
be sexually apathetic unless there
are disease processes or physical
malfunctions to be considered.
Dr. Dobson is president of the
nonprofit organization Focus on
the Family, P.O. Box 444, Colorado Springs, CO. 80903; or
www.family.org. Questions and
answers are excerpted from "Solid
Answers," published by Tyndale
House.

financial visionary.

towards the "Minivan of Your
Dreams."
Ask your installer for an entry form
or visit www.valvoline.com
For every soccer hall rerleemecl. Valvoline will
donate $1.00 to• youth soccer association.
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Peggy Roberts.
Kessler said he doesn't think
cigarettes can be banned because
50 million Americans are addicted to them. His solution would
be to produce cigarettes without
promoting them in any way and
without earning a profit.
"We just don't think that would
he a workable alternative," Roberts
said.
Rod Kuegel. president of the
Burley Tobacco Growers Cooperative Association, said a lot of
tobacco farmers "swallowed hook,
line and sinker," the idea that
"nicotine wasn't addictive and
maybe didn't cause cancer."
"Now a lot of farmers would
like to get out," Kuegel said,
adding many farmers are dependent on tobacco to educate their
children and put food on the table.
Kessler praised Kuegel and said
he favors setting aside tobacco settlement money to buy out farmers.
"I understand it's a culture, and
it's not just the money for you,"
he said. "I'd much rather see the
farmers get the money than the
lawyers."
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Everyone is invited to stay after the morning worship service for a potluck dinner.

on his accessibility to factual information during the operation.
Obviously, I strongly oppose
the perspective held in some academic circles that says, "There's
nothing we know for certain, so
why learn anything?" Those who
feel that way'have no business
teaching. They are salesman with
nothing to sell!

Tobacco critic assails lawyer

FREE* Valvoline

at the

r

KICK BUTTS...Murray Mayor Freed Curd proclaimed today as Kick Butts Day. This is a campaign for tobacco-free students. Calloway County High School students Heather Quinn, Jennifer Oliver, Tyler Sheridan and Kara Kelso (from left) trained through Teen Action Day to be
a TATU (Teens Against Tobacco Use). The sponsors are Kathy Adams and Sharon Kelso.
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Gallery plans
art exhibition
The spring semester group exhibition of bachelor of arts and bachelor of science degree candidates
in the department of art will be
on exhibit in the upper level of
the Clara M. Eagle Art Gallery
through April 10.
The exhibition, titled "UNDEFINED," features the work of 14
artists. Media represented include
photography, graphic design. printmaking, drawing, cast aluminum
and bronze, painting, metalsmithing, ceramics, fiber and computer manipulation.
Students participating in the
exhibition include:
• Mariah Austin of Madisonville
showing rings and brooches made
of silver.
• Dana Blankenship of Murray1
is represented with figurative photography.
• Ben Buchanan of Murray has
three prints in the show.
• Olivia Hart has painting, fiber
and ceramics included.
• Noah Hewett-Ball of Louisville
has the largest painting (an abstraction) on exhibit.
• Emily Holman of Cave City
is experimenting by including sand
in her paintings.
• Andy Jayroe of Newbern.
Tenn., is manipulating his photographs with chemicals and overpainting.
• Katherine Meyer of Paducah
is exploring self-portraits in oil
paints.
• Ashley Peak of Henderson
has cast bronze and aluminum

sculptures and paintings.
• Julie Marie Pridgen of Cadiz
utilizes clay for functional ware
and paints with oils.
• Ronda Ray of Vine Grove
has a painting and ceramic and
wood sculptures.
• Roderick Thompson has examples of graphic design.
• Maricio Torrence from Bowling Green has examples of graphic design.
• Alexa Westerfield of Hartford
is exhibiting manipulated images
utilizing a computer.
After seeing the show installed,
Albert Sperath, galleries director
remarked, "This is a great show!
The execution is excellent, the
ideas are sound and the exploration of what the media can do
is broad. It is a compliment to
our art students and their professors."
A reception for the artists will
be at 7 p.m. April 8 from 7 to
8:30 p.m. in the seventh floor
lobby of Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center Eagle Art Gallery.
The Clara M. Eagle Art Gallery
is located on the sixth floor of
the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center
at 15th and Olive streets in Murray. Hours are 8 a.m.-5 p.m., Monday-Friday; and 1-4 p.m.. Saturday and Sunday.
The galleries are closed on regular university holidays and have
reduced hours or are closed during breaks. To confirm shows and
hours, call (270) 762-3052.

Cinema International
to show 'Tao of Steve'

MSU to host
rhetoric
colloquium
Murray State University will host
the 14th Rhetoric and Composition Colloquium. "Looking at
Reflection," April 6 in the Curris
Center on campus.
The keynote speaker will be
Dr. Kathleen Blake Yancey, who
is the editor/co-editor of "Reflection in the Writing Classroom,
Portfolios in the Writing Classroom," "Voices on Voice" and "Situating Portfolios."
The colloquium will include a
continental breakfast, panel presentations. a luncheon, keynote
address, book signing and workshop conducted by Yancey.
Check-in at the workshop begins
at 8 a.m., with sessions starting
at 8:30 a.m. The final session,
featuring Yancey. will begin at
3:30 p.m.
Attendance will be limited to
100, and those who pre-register
will receive a free lunch. For more
information or to register for all
or part of the colloquium, contact
Gina Claywell in the MSU English department at (2'70) 762-4729
or (270) 762-2401.
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and they aren't about getting closer to eternity or transcendental
relationships. Well, not until he
meets Syd.
"The Tao of Steve" stars Donal
Logue. Greer Goodman and Kimo
Wills. Directed by Jenniphr Goodman, the 87-minute film is rated
MSU students, faculty, staff and
community members are invited
to attend the showing at no charge

Companies oppose
USPS-FedEx deal

HOW BIG IS A WHALE?.. Beverly Shelton, an instructional
assistant at Southwest Elementary, helps K-1 students to
understand the size of a whale as they line up head to toe.

Radiograms back in
vogue for ham radio
A Murray woman has taken
advantage of an old communication standard that puts people in
touch using free radio airwaves.
"Radiograms" use the technology of ham radio to send greetings across the nation and throughout the world.
"We passed a St. Patrick's Day
greeting by amateur radio transmission from Murray through
regional ham networks, all the way
to Boston," said Bill Slayman. first
district coordinator for the Amateur Radio Emergency Service in
Kentucky. "And a return message
arrived from the recipients, where
they reported that their Irish eyes
were smiling to get a free radiogram."
Hams relay radiograms using
the National Traffic System. and
ultimately deliver it to recipients
by way of telephone or personal
contact.
Area residents are invited to
submit messages of 25 words or
less to be conveyed by amateur
radio operators to people in the
U.S. or several other countries.
The service, Slayman says, is
without cost. He does caution that
messages should be in good taste
and should not have commercial
content.
To send a message. individuals
may contact Slayman (KE4JES) at

(270) 437-4215 or Ron Ladd
(KF4UBX) at (270) 527-9261.
To learn more about local amateur radio, persons are invited to
join the Murray State University
Amateur Radio Club as it celebrates this year's "Hamfest," scheduled from 8 a.m.-1 p.m. April 21
at the National Guard Armory in
Murray.
Sessions will include the use
of computer-radio interlaces, stormspotting during severe weather and
a test session for people to earn
FCC amateur radio licenses.

Announce
your Wedding,
Engagement,
or Social Event
in the
Nlurray Ledger
ck Times.
you'll be glad
you did!

WASHINGTON (AP) — Companies upset by a $6 billion deal
between the Postal Service and
FedEx Corp. said Tuesday the Justice Department isn't moving fast
enough to determine whether the
partnership violates antitrust laws.
Four cargo airlines and about
a dozen aviation service companies sent a petition to the Justice
Department urging the agency to
open a formal inquiry. It alleges
the seven-year contract gives FedEx
"immunity to monopolize aspects
of mail service."
"What we want them to do is
to open up a case and prevent
this contract from going forward."
said James Allen, a spokesman for
Ohio-based Emery Worldwide Airlines.
Justice Department spokesman
Charles Miller confirmed the
agency was examining the competitive effects of the deal, but
declined to elaborate.
Emery filed suit alleging the
no-bid contract was illegal, but
U.S. Court of Federal Claims Judge
Christine Miller last month upheld
the agreement in which Federal
Express will haul the Postal Service's Express Mail, Priority Mail
and some first-class mail.
Emery. which currently has a
contract for a portion of mail from
the Priority and Express categories,
is appealing the decision.
The United Parcel Service also
has questioned whether the Postal

Service-FedEx deal raises antitrust
problems. UPS is seen as a competitor of both FedEx and the
Postal Service. Its main air hub
is in Louisville, Ky.
we've
maintained
"What
throughout this is that we believe
the contract should have been competitively bid," UPS spokesman
Tad Segal said Tuesday.
Postal Service Spokeswoman
Monica Hand said there is nothing illegal about the contract.
"There's a process for noncompetitive bids," Hand said. "In
this case, we believe that no other
existing entity offers the comprehensive network the Postal Service needs to move the mail."
The contract has not provoked
much criticism on Capitol Hill,
but the air cargo carriers and their
allies hope the issue will gain
attention during a Wednesday hearing into the Postal Service's financial problems.

SAVE YOUR MONEY!
Don't get taken in by a
scholarship search scam!
We can help you

FREE!
KHEAA
1050 US Highway 127 S
Frankfort, KY 40601-4323
(800)928-8926
www.lcheaa.com

Pooch or Feline Need A Trim?
Pet Grooming Service by Professional Groomer

PAULA CAMPBELL
By Appointment Only

(270)753-6749
Open Mon.-Fri. 8-5

Westside Veterinary
Service L.L.P.
1271 Johnny Robertson Rd., South
www.westsidevet.com
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Murray State University's spring
edition of Cinema International concludes April 5-7, with a showing
of "The Tao of Steve."
The film will be shown nightly at 7:30 p.m. in the Curris Center Theater on MSU's campus.
The 2000 American him focuses on Steve, or Dex, who lives
in a rented house with three roommates somewhere around Santa Fe,
N.M.
He's 32, overweight, spends half
the day shooting pool and drinking beer in a bathrobe and barely manages to hold down a parttime job caring for children at a
preschool.
A loser? Appearances don't tell
the whole story. Dex has got something. He's irresistible to women,
so much so that he can give lessons to sleeker, younger Don Juan
wannabes who are half his weight
and many times more successful.
His lessons, studded with references to everyone from St.
Steve
to
Aquinas
Thomas
McQueen. are the Tao of Steve,
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Across from the Historic Pogue Library
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Luminary Ceremony

A
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Please join us at the Luminary Ceremony on

GUARANTEED

Friday, April 209 2001 at 9 p.m.
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Relay For Life - MSU Roy Stewart Stadium

Gas Price*

ill

Relay
Relay For Life Luminary Order Form
$5.00 Requested Minimum Contribution PerhasLuminary
lost their battle

Light a luminary in MEMORY of a loved one or friend who
with cancer. Remember their lives by illuminating a candle as a symbol of HOPE
for future cancer patients. Light a luminary in HONOR of a loved one or a friend
who is a cancer survivor. Celebrate their lives by illuminating a candle as a symbol of HOPE for their today and many tomorrow's. Each luminary will have the
name of the person remembered or honored. The luminaries will be placed around
the track and lit for the Luminary Ceremony at 9 p.m. on Friday, April 20. Please
join us for this special event.
J In Memory Of:
J In Honor Of.

• when You Buy,
Lease or Rent a New tank.
Please Callas- More Details

Name:

Name:

Calloway County Propane Gas
3040 liKy 94 East
Murray, Kentucky

Your Name:

753 ROI I

CASTLEMAN TIRE \,
REPAIR,INC.

Name:
Address

_ Zip__

Relay For Life, P.O. Box 911, Murray KY. 42071
,

SERVICE
• Oil, Lube, Filter • Brakes with
Lifetime Warranty • Shocks, Struts
• Alignments • Flush Coolant
System • Transmission Service
• AC Service • Flat Repairs
• Rotation and Balancing

State_

City

Please Mail Luminary Order Form to:

TIRES

•

Check _I

I would like an acknowledgement card sent to:

Sedalia Y •(270) 247-5866 • Mayfield, KY
Mon.-Fri. • 7 a.m.-5:30 p.m.

• • MICHELN • GOODYEAR • GENERAL
•
• KELLY • JETSON • SONIC • MOHAWK
• CARLISLE • LAWN, GARDEN, ATV

Cash ..)

Total amount enclosed: $

•

State_ Zip

City

Address

or return donations along with form to either of the banks below.
For more information contact Margo Landrum,(901) 644-0748 or
Rosanne or Paul Radke,(270) 759-1442.
• Cancer Survivor's Lap registration 5:00 p.m.• Opening Ceremony and
Cancer Survivor's Lap begins at 7:00 p.m. (to register call 753-6904)

Luminaries Sponsored By:

...ip

Ailh..

HOPKINSVILLE

-4.1AIREABank 'i" i 1/ FEDERAL BANK
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JOHN MACK CARTER

Carter gets
publishing
distinction
John Mack Carter is the first
recipient of the Award for Distinguished Service to Magazine Publishing, a recently established award
at the University of Texas at Austin.
The award will be given annually to a communication professional who has demonstrated a
true passion for his own career
and is an outstanding role model
for UT students.
Carter is former president of
Hearst Magazine Enterprises and
one of the most influential magazines figures of the 20th century. The award will be given at a
reception honoring Carte- April 5.
He is the brother of Carolyn Reagan of Murray.

New Hours: V
Mon.-Sat. $
1
8:00-7:00 :
4 .11

Prices Good
April 4 thru
April 10
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Phone 753-4682

Deli Hot Line
753-78 I 1

We Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities And Correct Pricing Errors.

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
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U.S. Choice
Bottom Round

Center Sliced

Roast

Ham Steak

$ 1 99

Picture taken
down after
racial slur
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Transylvania University removed
• a portrait of alumnus and Confederate President Jefferson Davis
from a residence hall after racial
slurs were found scrawled on a
black student's door.
University President Charles L.
Shearer decided to remove the portrait from Jefferson Davis Hall last
week after meeting with students
who were upset by the act.
"If you have African-American
students who live in that hall, and
we do ... I can understand how
that would make them feel," Shearer said.
Last Thursday, a black student
who lives in the dormitory discovered a racial slur written on
the door With a marker. On Sunday, another slur was scratched on
the same door.
"This is a horrible act," Shearer said. "It's contrary to the very
core of the values on which this
institution rests."
Shearer said the Davis portrait
would be placed in storage. But
he did not rule out the possibility that it would be displayed again
elsewhere on campus as part' of
an exhibit featuring other early
alumni.

Burger King
advocates
guidelines
MIAMI (AP) — Burger King
said it will make its suppliers follow guidelines for humane animal
treatment, a move the fast-food
chain insisted was not prompted
by a boycott launched three months
ago by an animal rights group.
Officials for the Miami-based
company said Monday it will abide
by the American Meat Institute's
Good Management Practices for
Animal Handling and Stunning, as
well as standards set by broiler
chicken and egg producer groups.
The measures are aimed at such
goals as making suppliers stun animals before slaughtering them.
"We've always believed in
humane treatment of animals." said
Burger King spokesman Rob
Doughty. "This just makes very
clear what we expect our suppli
ers to do."
Company officials said thc
announcement was based on the
recommendations from an expert
panel assembled before the boy.
cott launched by People for the
Ethical Treatment of Animals. Two
years ago, Mcponald's adopted
animal treatment standards aftei
the group launched a similar campaign against it.
PETA campaign coordinatoi
Bruce Friedrich said the guide
lines don't go far enough. saying
Burger King's promises still alloy,
abuses like animal dehydration and
starvation. But Temple Grandin. a
Colorado State University animal
science professor who is on Burger King's advisory group. called
it "a good first step."

Kentucky Farms

Domino

Best Yet

Whole Milk

Sugar

Corn, Green Beans

go $209

5 Lc

& Mixed Vegetables

$1 99

450, 3/99

Maxwell House

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,

Coffee

Mello Yello, Mr. Pibb

A

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,

Mardi Gras

12. 4329 Paper Towels

Mello Yello, Mr. Pibb

Alw
Single Roll V 7

Gatorade Edge

Doles Steak

Seasoning

16oz '239

Drinks

99
2/$500

24 oz

A Best Yet

Stiedcis

Margarine

1/4 Sticks

3/99

Prairie Farms

2% Milk

1/2 Gal,

Apple Juice
Ditb6r,
Brownie Mix

64 oz.

paghelti Sauce

12.9-16.6 oz. $ 1 99 S

APIEAL

12 Pk. $2
99

Best Yet Cola, Mountain Best,
Dr. Best, Root Beer
'2 pi<
Best Yet

Chinet Dinner Compartment Plates or

26 5 oz

25-15 ct.

89'

RC, Diet RC, Sundrop,
A&W, Diet Rite
Mello Yello, Minute Maid,
Mr. Pibb, Boras Roof Beer

AlloP

ICP

13.5-19.5 oz.

$1 29
I

P

Owen's Best
Boneless Pit

Owen's Best
Barbecue

Field American

Crisp California

Sno White

Baked Ham

Chicken
$ 1 99

Cheese
$329

Lettuce

Cauliflower

Owen's Best
Deli

Owen's Best
Barbecue

5 Lb
Red

Roast Beef

Beef
$329

Potatoes
$ 19

$429
Lb
Owen's Best
e Pepper

in Or .P'r

Pork Loin
$499

Li

$499

79C

$ 1 99
I

89'
999

Tomato Juice
Plaffers

Del V1,- 1-t -,

Stove Top

Classics

A&W, Diet Rite

2 Liter99
'

$ 1 99

11-13 oz. Bag

RC, Diet RC, Sundrop,

2 Liter

99
'g

2/$5" '47

=RAW

$1 19

3 Lb. Red
Delicious

Apples
$ 1 19
Golden Ripe

Broccoli

Bananas

99' 389c
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CLASSIFIED AD RATES
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150
155
160
165
180
190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140

$6.75 Column Inch, 60ei Discount 2nd Run,
Cr( Discount 3rd Run.
(AU 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period )
$2.51) per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guidel

Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy

Ctri" ..9'

Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden
Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent

LINE ADS
$7.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.
$2.50 extra for Shopper (Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping (,uidei 12.50 extra for blind box ads

ADJUSTMENTS

I

Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of
their ads for any error. Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect insertion. Any error
should be reported immediately so corrections can be
made.
AD DEADLINES
Tuesday
Wednesday

T
Frhiudrasyday
Saturday

060

020

1311.1VICilCICLM

Fri. 11
Fri. 11
Mon. 1
Tues. 1
Wed. 1
Wed. 1

Monday

Notice

cc

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Wag—
'PEA
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
400
410
425
430
435
440

VISA

It i
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560

Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Yard Sales
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale

060
Help Wanted

Just Say "Charge It"

Fri evi

DISPLAY ADS
ri
LU

Contact Kathy or Tammy
for more information.

Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV's
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column

150

Andes

Help Wanted

For Sale

A wife, a
mom,a
school
nurse and
friend Can this
mean her
youth is
now at
an end?
Oh my, how fast the years
do flow!!
For now this girl is the

BIG 4o!!!
010
Legals
NOTICE
All stored items in storage unit 89 at Key -Mini Warehouses, 1850 State Route 121 _
South Murray, KY 42071, have been
abandoned and if all charges for storage
unit 89 are not paid in full on or before
April 10, 2001, Key Mini-Warehouses will
have legal possession of all items stored in
unit 89. A sale date for said items stored
in storage unit 89 will be posted at a later
time.

CHILD Care Center now
hiring. Must be 18 yrs old
and have high school diploma. Come by 1610
Ryan Ave, for application.

JERRY'S Sporting Goods
SPARE- time work, Full
WANTED:
in Mayfield
ime Income! Use our cat Riding mowers, go carts & STORAGE Buildings buil
Motorcycle helmets, gogalogs, to get big orders
on site. Lowest price in
4 wheelers that need
gles, shields, and accesoDistributorships opening in
area. Special 8x10 $725.
work
nes.
The Tennessean Golf Club was recently
this area. For a limited
Call 437-4877
436-2867
COMMERCIAL Printing time only.
selected by Golf Digest as the 7th best new
Bindery worker/machine
150
Call 1-502-588-5779.
affordable public course in America. Play
150
Musical
Articles
operator. Will train person
Adidas
No Fees- No Obligation.
this Championship Course for only $30
For
Sale
For Sale
with good references and
(includes cart), every day of the week with
SURGERY Tech, part-time
CROSLEY
driving record.
the purchase of a annual patron card for
Old fashion oak cabinet
position. Perform scrubs
Printing
Services
&
$ DOLLAR DAYS ARE HERE $
only $50, plus tax. A $19 weekend savings.
turntable Play your old
duties. Rotate call, Contact
Supplies
331/3 & 45 RPM records
Marshall County Hospital
Tee time or information call
Charlie's Antique Mall in Hazel will sell
102 N. 4th St.
Built-in amplifier & speakP.O. Box 630 Benton, Ky
731-642-7271 or toll free
FT/ PT immediate opening
your collectibles for only $1.00 per day
ers. $100 00 753-7880
42025 or 270-527-4875
for resort housekeeping
866-710-GOLF (4653)
111111110
rent. That's right...for $1.00 per day you
Call Susan
060
Homes For Sal*
can rent one of our new large and secure
Domestic & Childcare
270-436-2345
Help Wanted
FULL Time Driver Needed
Lost and Found
lighted showcases. Your items will be dis12X60 2br., 2 bath, locat
WILL DO GENERAL
to haul vehicles for used
ed off Hwy 94E, 2 miles
played in a prime location and marketed 7
ANNOUNCEMENT
OF
HOUSE CLEANING
car lot. Requires CDL LiMISSING dog. Male, strip
from Kentucky Lake. All
FACULTY POSITION
Call Linda 759-9553
days each week by our professional sales
cense or 5 yrs. experied brown/brindle. Missing
appliances, gas heat.
Lecturer
(0•17-E3
Instrucfrom 94East at Purdom
ence. Position available
staff. We take care of the sales hassle for
100
Asking $13,000 00
immediately.
Rd. 7 miles east of Murray. tor). Murray State UniverBusiness
474-8783
you and furnish you detailed computer
Call 270-437-4566
No collar on dog Reward. sity, Occupational Safety &
Opportunity
474-8715
time,
10
Health,
Full
Call 759-4671.
generated sales tracking reports and
Marshall County Hospital
474-2276.
month, non-tenure track
CARRY
out
or
delivery
Now accepting applicaPLEASE HELP!
monthl
settlements. Experience the
faculty position to begin
1993 16x80 3br., 2 bath.
Pizza franchise
tions for LPN.
LOST: 2yr old, male, chocAugust, 2001. QualificaFront/back covered porch.
Charlie's
Antique
Mall advantage... "We
Financing available for
P.O. Box 630
olate Lab in Dexter/ Almo
Large 2 car carport mattions: Master's degree requalified individual
Benton, KY 42025
want to be your antique mall.- Charlie's
area, red collar and tags
tached storage building,
quired (occupational safety
Call Lance or Neil
NETWORK
technician
$250. Reward.
Antique Mall. 303 Main St.. PO Box 196.
on 2 acres S38.000. OBO
and health or related field
1-800-310-8848
wanted GENE or MCSE
(270)534-8526
489-2945
preferred). Professional
Hazel,
KY
42049.
Call
270-492-8175
or
preferred. Send resume to:
SALE or possible lease
Leave message
GREAT location 3br, 2
certification is required
PO Box 467 Murray. Ky.
Operating Restaura—
Email: charlieslO@aol.com.
bath doublewide w/add on,
(Kentucky Certified EMT-B
42071
Will qualified for liquc
Central
H/a, 24x30 gaInstructor).
Candidate
PART time grounds help- censes. Large proper-r.
_La's 44i4„.
060
rage, 2 out buildings, quite
must have teaching expeer. Starting pay $6.50 per
other uses E-maiL
area at town edge within 1
Help Wanted
rience and meet the qualihour. 437-4113. E.0 E.
land42071@yahoo.corn
mile of MSU, churches,
fications of the new Ken- PHYSICAL Therapy Assissoda
or Write
and Wal-mart. Must see to
tucky EMT-B Instructor
be
tant, position available at
1809-B Westwood
to
sue
fa
appreciate. Call 753-0955
regulation. Good oral, writMarshall County Hospital
Murray, Ky. 42071
for appointment
ten and interpersonal skills fax resume to (270)527ANTIQUES
120
120
are essential. EMT-B field
HM & Sons Mobile Home
Old toys. advertising
4800
t•ornotoors
Computers
experience will be preferMover, 18yrs. experience
items, antique furniture
PHYSICIAN'S office has
red. Responsibilities: Full
Licensed & insured in Kenand primitives
opening in business office
•ASE Experienced time teaching and advise- Must have excellent comtucky, Tennessee & IlliWe buy 1 or all!
Preferred
ment of students, universinois. 437-3939
Call 753-3633 ask
munication skills, knowlty service, scholarship/ re- edge of billing, insurance
for Larry.
Others may apply
280
-Factory Authorized PC Repair
search and curriculum de- & coding a plus but will
Mobile Homes For Rent
with automobile
-Complex Networking/fiber/routers
•
we
pay cash
velopment. Application
training. Send resume to
-Business Systems/Point of Sale System experience
Old toys antiques,
Deadline: May 10, 2001.
Receptionist
Medical, Retail. Farm
HAZEL 2br, appliances
collectibles 270-759-3456
To Apply: Send letter of
Contact
-Telephone Systems from Mite!
P.O. Box 1040-X
Washer & Dryer, lease &
160
application, curriculum vi-Web Site Development
Mark Lundquist
Murray, KY 42071
deposit 492-8526
-New
PC's/Online
tae, academic transcripts
Store/Accessories
Home Furnishings
PHYSICIAN'S office seekService Manager
NICE 2br, Mobile home
-IBM, HP, Cisco, 3Com Sales and Se''
of graduate education, and
ing medical transcriptionist
No pets 753-9866
Partner, Macs too!
names, titles, addresses to assist with filing also.
BEAUTIFUL large antique
-McAfee Anti-Virus Service Partner
and phone numbers of
bed, new custom sized
Send resume to:
-Storage Networks/optical drives
three references to : Dr.
mattress & box spring, true
Transcriptionist
1-270-489-2666
David G. Kraemer, Departvalue at $1,000 753httpdhetemneteornindustries.com
P.O.
Box
1040-X
270-753-5315
ment of Occupational
8734
Greg Dowdy
Murray, KY 42071
1,2 acre S100/mo. 753
Or
Safety and Health, Murray
*MAPLE table with 4 chair 6012
800-455-5315
COMPUTER
State University, 157 Inand China hutch $250
SOCIAL Security disabledPROBLEMS"
dustry and Technology
*Duncan Phyfe table with 6 LOT for rent 492-8488
Appliance Parts
We can get you approved!
Don't be left out lust beCenter, Murray, KY 42071LOT For Rent 753-9866
chairs $200
No fee unless you win!
cause you have an Apple
3347 Women and minorichair
and
sofa
•Good
Personal representation by
computer. Call the Mac
ties are encouraged to ap$175
retired Social Security exDoc! Hard drives, Internet
ply. Murray State UniversiCall 753-8615
ecutives and associates
connections,
modems.
ty is and equal education
WHITE -farmhouse- table
You win with usl
software upgrades, printand employment oppor1uwith 1 chairs and matching
1-800-782-0059
is seeking a fulltime My_ M/F/D, AA employer
ing problems. whatever I
hutch Small dresser with
Reg. Respiratory
can help'
ATTENTION! 362 Entrymirror, New cherry finished
Court Square • Murray
753-5778
Therapist or CRT1
level Truck Drivers needed
vanity with stool 489-2357
Various size units
NOW! No experience necPrefer 1-2 years
KELLERS
150
WHITE Simmons baby
SIGNING BONUS
Articles
Our
drivers
earn
essary
Walnut Plaza
COMPUTER PLACE.
crib, matching changing
experience/will
COLLEGE TUITION
For Sale
$600 to $900 per week
New Hardware. Software_
table and mattress Excel104 N. 5th
consider new
ASSISTANCE AVAILABLE
plus benefits NO CDL"
Upgrades & Free
ENTIRE collection, cos- lent condition $150 or
753-9621
graduates. Must he
No problem' Training is
Estimates Mid West
tumes Jewelry, many old OBO 436-4644 between
Initially Part-time work
available with no employcurrent in BCLS.
Internet. On 121S
5-9pm
pieces Some sterling silpossible Full-time.
ment contract Get on the
436-5933.
Excellent Salary
ver Also Jewelry armoire
180
180
Up to $19 an hour.
road to success call
9a m -7p.m
436-6275 after 5pm
& Benefits
Lawn
&
Garden
Lawn & Garden
WERNER TODAY! 1-800Limited openings
Mon-Sat
FREE
Call Human
242-7364
Visa. Mastercard
Consultation
Call
Resources
BUSY Law office seeks to
to design your new
1
-800-GO
GUARD
Secretary/Paraadd Legal
731-644-8472
MOM COMPUTERS
kitchen cabinets
legal Pay commensurate
KY National Guard
A+ Certified Technician
EOE
Call Missy today at
with experience Send to
On site service
Myers Lumber
Secretary/Paralegal
759.3556
753-6450
RN
PO Box 1040-L
SNOW WHITE IS A
GARBAGE deposal stain
Murray. Ky 42071
A Scoop
Needed for busy physician's °flax
TROUBLEMAKER'
steel sink Good condition
And so are the thousands
Competitive salary and benefit package offered
Call 759-0501 after 5pm
PRINTING Opportunity.
JERRY'S Sporting Goods
Please send or bring resume to 3(X) S. 8th St. Use your production skills of other viruses that attack
your PC Call today for a
in Mayfield
641 North at the 15 mile marker
and leadership abilities as
Suite 480W, Murray.
professional on-site scan
Kirby & Orek vacuum
Production Manager
753-5305
cleaners, bags, belts, ho
Salary in mid 30's, plus removal and inoculation of
Open Mon thru Fri 7 am. to 4:30 p.m
your computer
benefits
ses
Sat 8:00 to 12:00
The Computer Guy
www innovatlyepnnting corn
We Want To Bu Toe Lo.s
STRAW for sale
MEDICAL CENTER
(270)753-8802
759-9560
$2 00 bale
WE service and sell com759-4718 Night
puters Internet access un753-4582 Day
Farm Eguipmeet
JANITOR service
Business Retails
seeking a few good peo- limited $14 95 a month
MACHINE quilting
Call
270-762-0042
ple While training will be
CATTLE -HE AD
gate
$3150 reg size
7300 sqft insulated buildpart-time Quick advance- www eastmarketing net
$17500
Credit
card
not
necessary
Murray Sewing Center
ments and can lead to su
ing wioffice space on 3 76
*Seeder
&
fertilizer
spread759-8400
pervisor placement Apply
acres 14x14 doors, truck
er 500LB5 • with on tractor
by appointments only Call
MOTORIZED Jazzy wheel
parking, gas heat. 400
w/3pt hitch $225
Want to Buy
Beverly 759-4222, leave
chair Motorized recliner lift
amp 3 phase electric, 3
George
Poole
436-5598
name, phone number and
chair- light beige Call 753miles from Murray on
message for calling
after 6PM
0988
121 N. 270-354-2269.
FROST tree reingerator,
196
HOTEL?'SUITES
PUSH mowers three new
Wanted: Day & night serv- stove, gas heater, electric
Heavy Equipment
one used
ers with experience Apply heaters, good used carpet1504 N. 12th St.
Coffee table with drawers
in person after 2pm at Pa- ing, storm windows, 753KOMATSU D-20A7 dozer
heavey glass cover
Murray, KY 42071
glial's
4109
$16,500 OBO 759-4959
753-5881

GOLF AT
TENNESSEAN
HE

WANTED
TECHNICIAN

Computer Services

NOTICE OF BOND SALE
The City of Murray, Kentucky (the "City"
will until 11:00 A.M., C.S.T., on April 12,
2001, receive at the offices of the City Clerk,
City Hall, 207 South Fifth Street, Murray,
Kentucky 42071, sealed competitive bids for
the purchase of its $530,000 Water and
Sewer Revenue Bonds, (East Calloway
Water Project) Series 2001 (the "Series 2001
Bonds"), maturing January 1, 2004 through
January 1, 2041 and subject to redemption,
as set out in the ordinance approving the
Series 2001 Bonds.
Bids will be opened by the City Clerk of the
City at the time stated and will be referred to
and acted upon by the Mayor of the City on
the same day. The United States
Agriculture, 'Rural
Department
of
Development("USDA") has made a commitment to submit a bid to purchase the Bonds
at par at an interest rate of five and one hundred twenty-five thousandths percent
(5.125%) per annum, if no Other qualified bid
is received from any other bidder.
The Bonds are to be issued subject to the
approving legal opinion of Peck, Shaffer &
Williams LLP, Bond Counsel to the City, and
are offered for sale on the usual tax-exempt
basis. Use of the Official Bid Form and a
check in the amount of two percent (2.00%)
as a good faith deposit is required from any
bidder other than USDA. The right to reject
all bids is reserved. The bidding condition-,
and terms of the offering are contained in the
Official Terms and Condition of the Bonds
Sale, which, together with the Official Bid
Form, may be obtained from the City Clerk
at the address set forth above. The City does
not intend to provide an Official Statement
regarding the Bonds.
CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCK
/s/ Sarah Duncan
City Clerk, City of Murray, Kentuck \
020

Notice

Notice

WEDDING

NOW OPEN
Buttons & Bows
2nd locations
412 Main St Court Square

PHOTOGRAPHY
BY LYNN
15 years service
270-753-1001
6fH Annual Dc
-7i- i3w
Free appraisals
April 7th, 2001 10am-4pm
Cherry Civic Center
2701 Park Ave
Paducah, Ky
$2 per person under
12 yrs free

Now accepting spring
and summer merchandise
Men women and
children's, toys and
accessories
Open Daily
Monday- Friday 9 30- 4 30
Saturday 930- 3 00

Brandon
Auto World

HENRY COUNTY
MEDICAL
CENTER

APPLIANCE PARTS

6

d

Ward Elkins

Office Space

$8,000

FOR SALE
MULCH

LPN or

$20.00

McKnight & Sons Sawmill

Primary ryi,
care

OPENING APRIL
jictiilax9 vNyv
EXPRESS

WANT ADS
WORK
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410
For Rent

1 OR 2br apts near down
town Murray starting at
$200/mo. 753-4109

Apartments For Rent
Near University Extra
large 2 bedroom apt Fully
carpeted. central elec
heat & air, all
appliancesNVD hookup
$250/mo-42.5_0_42841.8
753-4560
M-F- 9am- 5pm

162 Bedroom apartments
appliances furnished including dishwasher, washer & dryer no pets we take
care of the yard work `day
753-4937 night 759-8926
NICE 2br. 2 bath duplex
162 bedroom Apts
with stove refrigerator, miApply at Mur-Cal AptS
crowave
washer/dryer,
902 Northwood Dr
Tile and carpet Lawn
Monday,
maintenance
included
Wednesday Friday
$475 plus security deposPhone 759-4984
it 753-9240
Equal Housing
Opportunity
1-2, 3br apts furnished
near MSU 753-1252 or
1BR house near Aurora
753-0606
1BR apt available, all ap- Secluded area, no pets
pliances furnished Mur- $250/mo + deposit Call
270-354-6040
Cal Realty. 753-4444
1BR Apt stove. refrigera- 3BR brick house- 503
tor, D/VV, W/D. Clean, no Lynnwood Court- Great lopets
270-753-9841 or cation- Call 759-1693 for
270-436-5496
more details.
1BR Efficiency Apt Partial 3BR, 2 bath, C/H/A newly
utilities paid. $150./ mo
redecorated
$495 per
No pets 753-2934 or
month
plus
security
753-5094.
(270)474-2520
1BR like new, appliances
RENT, Buy Rent to Own
Coleman RE 759-4118
2. 3. & 4br Houses
1BR efficiency $150/mo
753-4109
Partial utitlites paid 7539826
Storage Rentals
1BR., furnished or unfurnished $195 to $225, low
utilities, no pets Cell
phone 994-5066 or 7533949
2BR duplex Central/H/A
All Size Units
appliances
Available
Coleman RE 759-4118
2br duplex. Carport. Central H/A. No pets. Lease,
CREEKVIEW STORACie1802 1/2-A Monroe Ave
S20-540 On Center Drive
$375 plus deposit
Behind Tom's Grille
753-8002.
759-4081
2BR Near MSU $300 water furnished Coleman
NORTHWOOD
storage
RE 759-4118
presently has units availa2BR. 2 bath duplex, gable 753-2905 or 753rage Central, no pets
7536
Coleman RE 759-4118
2BR, Near MSU New carpet, paint & wallpaper
C/H/A. $325 Also 2br
$250 Coleman RE
759-4118.

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

1 753-3853

HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
For What It's Worth'

11

1

Lake Property
1122

2BR duplex
1808 Monroe $325,mu
753-9621
2br. 1 5 bath duplex on
Hillwood Dr $425/mo.
759-4406
2BR . near campus on
wooded lot References
please 753-8187
3 or 4br. Diuguid Drive
Coleman RE 759-4118
4br Townhouse
Coleman RE 759-4118
ACROSS street from MSU
1B/R apt for lease plus
deposit No pets! Has
W/D stove refrigerator
For appointment call Larry
Rogers 767-9230 or 7533734

Thurs., April 12•5:00 p.m. 0
LOCATION: 184 Witt Street in McKenzie. IN lit
McKenzie take Hwy. 12410 Municipal l'ell(a
turn left onto south StoneYYall. cross railroad
& turn right onto Witt.

0

REAL ESTATE
This is absolutely the hest lot on KY Lake.
Year round water on Main Lake. The view
from this lot is breathless. Located at the end of
a cul-de-sac for privacy. The most gentle slope
to the water of any lake lot on the market.
Dock permit available. This point lot is .52
acre and has 191' of shoreline. All power and
utilities underground. The restricted subdivision assures only quality homes .to be constructed. Well is already in place. Located in
Red Water Estates (unit 4 lot 18). 759-1600
ext. 104(work)753-8356(home).

BUILDINGS ARE SELLING AS IS. BUYER
ASSUMES ALL ENVIRONMENTAL RISKS IF THEY
EXIST.
TOMLIN INDUSTRIES DOES NOT NO'! ACCEP1
RESPONSIBILITY FOR ANY ENVIRONMENTAL
RISKS POSSIBLY CAUSED BY PREVIOUS ACTIVITY AT THIS SITE.
THE AUCTIONEER IS ACTING AS AGENT ONLY &
-ACCEPTS NO RESPONSIBILITY FOR ANY LIABILITIES ASSOCIATED WITH THIS PI.AN1

2) 3/4 acre lots 7 miles
North, Murray 753-1967

i

APARTMENTS for rent
Close to campus 75.35980 or 753-1203 after
5pm
EXCEPTIONAL nice 1br
and 2br with all appliances
including washer and dryer Located in University
Heights and Cambridge
Also 3br with all applian
ces. washer and dryer or
16th St directly across
from MSU campus
759-5885
EXTRA nice 2br, 1.5 bath
townhouse appliances furnished. W/D central gas
heat/ air 1yr lease. 1
month deposit No pets
753-2905
EXTRA nice 2br. 2 bath
tryplex Appliances Fur
rushed Garage No pets
Call 759-5238
FORREST View Apartments 1213 N 16th • St
now accepting applications
for 2br townhouses basic
rent 5315/ month Office
Hours, 10- 2. M-F Call
753-1970 Equal Housinc
Opportunity
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for
1 & 2br units Rent based
on income Mobility impair
merit accessible Phone
492-8721 Mon & Thor'.
9-ham TDD No
.1-800-648-6056
Equa
:Housing Opportunity
:NICE 2br duplex w/ car
:port. appliances No pets
710 Sycamore
Lease
$450/mo 753-7457
NICE large 3br , 2 h.-4,i
LR. & den w/fireplace
()fiances & garage, rest
denial
neighborhood
Lease. 1 month deposit
no pets. $600/mo 489
2195
RED OAKS APTS
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
• Southside Manor Apt,
1. 2 & 3br apts
•
Section 8 housing
753-8221
EHO
VERY roomy 2br, 2 hrilt
. duplex w/garage ApiO
furnished
ces
washer/dryer 1 yr lease, 1
month deposit No pets
753-2905

PROPERTY
,r 1 LRED BY BOB
MCDONALD'S
THE HOME
OF1-10E- REAL
ESTATE BOB
MCDONALD,
BROKER
JAMES T REED
AFFILIATE
BROKER &
Si CTIONL FR

119 Main • 753-6266

‘r!'"Ivoluviooke
MAWS helm

0

COm p
11 824117-lank %%ell

AKC Chinese Pug. Ready
to go. $300. 753-0600
AKC Yellow Lab pups Parents on site Pedigree
available $225.00 901642-7186
CARE for your pets while
you are away Reasonable
rates 759-2099
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
PEG'S Dog Grooming
M-F 753-2915

Yard Sate

BEAUTIFUL
3 acre building lot w/ road
frontage & underground
utilities. Acreage has a
country setting w/ subdivision living. Some building
restrictions. Must see &
must sell.
Call 753-8249
afteeC3OPM
LOTS for sale Starting at
$11,000 Price includes
water, septic & driveway
Also land home packages
270-437-4838

[
62 Ace".
8+ acres near Shiloh on
Redbud Rd $18.500 Will
sell on contract. 759-1701.
80 95 surveyed acres.
1 mile, blacktop frontage.
building sites. $725/acre
Terms. 753-9302

HOUSE & Land for sale.
House 1,706 living Sq. Ft.,
18 acre land. 436-5064.
NICE 2br brick house near
MSU Large kitchen, deck,
C/H/A, fenced in yard
753-8764
NICE 4br, 2 bath house in
town on 105x105 lot in
very nice neighborhood
Large 24x24 great-room
with fireplace, OW, CHA.
GD 18x20 master-bedroom Large deck, large 2
car garage and detached
workshop Total under roof
52.600 sqft. $110.000
753-5736
436-2320
REDUCED!!! HOUSE on 9
acres, 3 miles North of
Murray on Bethel Road
2br, 2 full baths with log
cabin and several out
buildings. C/H/A, large
screen in deck all fenced.
S0441100. 80's
Call 753-8350.

460

3 houses Close to MSU
$38- $49 K 753-2479

Names For Sale
CleareOfidi
%WKS%
It's easy with an ad in the classifieds.
Call 753-1916

Murray Ledger & Times

Global Mortgage Link
YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit t not perfect)
•Steady income history

410

400

400

Homes For Sale

Lots For Sate

StliCooductediy

terms: 10q down da or sale in
earnest money. balance & possession
with deed on or within 30 days.
1
NMI taxes will be prorated.

460

440

For an appointment to see property phone Tomlin
Industries at 731.352-5653 between the hours of(.8
a.m.& 4 p.m. Mon. through Fri.

STORAGE

310 S 4th St
Office Building
753-4703

[

INCREDIBLE WATER
FRONT LOT FOR SALE

Being offered at Public Auction are 2 buildings situated
approximately 3.62 acres. One building has approxi•
mately 13.000 sq.ft. & the other one has approx. 10.0(X)
There is 3-phase current & a loading dock. The
buildings were built in the 20's & need some repair. This
was formerly the old Egg Plant, then used as a battery
recycling plant & a plating plant.

Yard Sales

Public Sale

WE SHOW YOU
•100% loan, no money

down

TWO FAMILY
GARAGE SALE
Vine St. between 12th & 13th St.
Look for signs.
Sat.. April 7th • 7 a.m. -?
Construction tools, ARC welder, compressor, tools. lamps. furniture, tiller,
household items, toys. etc. Everything
must be sold! Don't miss this one!

PUBLIC
AUCTION
Fri., April 6th
8 a.m.

Furniture (sofa. tables. dining room table/6
chairs & hutch. bedroom group. upright
piano, wicker rocker) microwave, Nordic
Track treadmill, fireplace tools, linens, dishes "large" clothes, kitchen items. books &
morel

i

I

•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.
Gerry Puckett • Pat Butler • Jacquelyn Watsi,,

753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite

MOVING
SALE
175 Artesian Drive
New Concord
(street between Bob's
Grocery & U S. Post
Office)
Sat., April 7, 2001

9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Furniture, tools babs
items. toys, clothes
PI(

INSIDE SALE
Mobile Home Full!!
April 6 & 7
7 am. - 6 p.m

7541 St. Rt. 121 N.
Near Coldwater
Clothes men's
women's, boy's, cow,
cat, heart stuff,
chairs, exercise, bed
clothes, shoes,
books, dishes, toys

YARD SALE
Coach Estates
Trailer Park
Lot G-4
759-0897
Thurs. & Fri.
April 5 & 6

8 a.m.-3 p.m.
lothes, kitchen items
Avon products, queen
sized bed, diamond
ung and other items

YARD
SALE
Thurs , Fri & Sat
7385 Brewers Hwy
641 N. to Hwy 80 left
approx. 7 miles
Furniture, electric chain
saw, garden tiller, children,. men & womens
clothing Large 8 small
toys, ride-on toys, mac
household items

BUSINESS

Furniture, giftware
yard & garden and
more

2 Story House & 7 Acres
Reduced to $167,500
2500 sq.ft. L.A., 3 or 4 BR. 2 1/2 BA. 2 car
garage. spacious master suite w/whirlpool,
bonus room, great room w/gas logs, formal dining w/wood floor, large kitchen w/breakfast
nook & sitting area while floor, above ground
pool, security alarm system. 492-6127

For Sale by Owner
1895 Queen Anne Victorian
I wed on the National Register of Historic Phu es

Want to lease
tobacco base to
my farm
Call 492-8790

A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737,
1987 Chevy Silvered° P/S
437-3044
P/B, tilt, good condition
Free Estimates
Red/beige Phone 489
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
2785 leave message
Decks, Home Additions,
2000 Chevy Silverado ex- Remodeling. Vinyl Siding,
tent cap 4 wheel drive 3 Garages, Carports, Pole
Barns, Metal Buildings,
door 24.000 miles Loaded
Fencing. Hardwood Floors
$23,900 247-5265
84 Chevy Silvered° LWB, Installed & Finished. QualiExtra sharp! New tires, ty Workmanship. Affordasecond owner. Call 437- ble Rates. Licensed.
753-7860. 753-9308.
4910 after 5pm
AFFORDABLE tree work,
510
hauling, cleaning
out
Campers
sheds, gutters cleaning,
etc
99- 8x21.5 ft sleeps 4
436-2867
Springview Lite $15,000
ALL Carpentry Service
or take over payments
From Foundation to
Call 474-8156
Finish.
18Yrs experience.
New Construction*
Boats Si Motors
Remodeling. Repairs.
Concrete Work.
1990 18ft 4 Winds Run
AGC Certified.
about with 4 3 litter engine
435-4272.
and 32 OMC outdnve full
ALL Carpentry,
canvas cover. Depth findElectrical.
er, am/fm cassette stereo
Excellent condition $7,600. Home building, additions,
OBO. Call 753-0387 after remodeling. Rotten floors,
5pm or leave message
sagging roofs. Home &
Mobile repair, vinyl siding.
References. Call Larry
Nimmo,
753-9372, 753-0353.

PICTURE PERPECT
&WA/ SERVICE
Mowing
Seeding
Fertilizing
Bed Mulching
Leaf Removal Weed & Insect
Control

Licensed
insured
&

Zoned for commercial or residential use
'ontinue as a low-key Bed & Breakfast, use as a
professional office, or bask in the luxury of over
45(X) square feet for you and your family.
$149,000

Call 270-753-5470 or 888-261-3028
for an appointment to see this historik
Murray property.

436.2320

BRYON S Lawn Service
Free Estimates 753-0600
CARPORTS Starting at
$675 installed Roy Hill
(270)436-2113
490
Used Cars

FOR SALINE
1995 Oldsmobile Cutlass
White with charcoal grey interior, 4
door, dual air bags, alloy wheels, power
windows, locks, mirrors, rear defrost,
3.1 litre V-6, 94,xxx miles, new transmission, new tires, AM/FM cassette
stereo, center console, gas mileage 15
city/27 hwy. $5,500

FOR SALE
'91 Hyundai
Scoupe

$2,000 OBO

1989 LeBaron Convertible
Power everything, leather,
fuel-iniected turbo automatic $3.000 OBO 7670671
1989 Lincoln -runs, faded
paint $4500 Call 4892820
1991 Cutlass Ciera S
135 xxx Looks good, runs
great $2000 OBO 4354432
1993 Cadillac Seville STD.
98,000 miles, aorthstar,
extra clean $7.500
753-4424 Days
753-3632 Nights
1995 Cutlass 2dr,, white
$5400
1994 Escort GT Red 5sp
PR, moon-roof & windows
A/C $3 900
1992 Caprice Met Silver
$3,200
Call Jerry 270-354-6910
1997 Grand Prix GT
55.xxx miles Red, loaded,
new tires. & battery
$12,000 Serious calls only 753 8057
'85 Chevy Camaro V-6,
147.xxx 5sp , $1200 4892893 between 4-9om
94 Chevy 'Lumina Excel4int condition New Michel
,r1 $3.995
435-4138
5-RPM

WANT ADS WORK

Shrub Trimming
Lawn Renovation
Water Gardens

Let Us Take The Upmost Care Of Your Lawn

Used Cars

1987 Monte Carlo SS 2nd
owner, 143,xxx miles, 305
H.O. V-8 T-Tops, Goodyear GT II tires Good con
dition $4,000 00 Call 7531313 after 3PM on weekdays

Inside barn at
3550 Shady
Grove Rd..
Paris, TN

Land For Rent Or Lease

2000 H D. Electric glide
classic. Red. 8,000 miles.
$17,800 753-4369 Leave
message

call 759-9215

April 5-7 &
9-14
7 a.m.-6 p.m.

731-642-3582
1
3 , miles N. of
Hwy. 79 N.

470
Motorcycles & ATVs

less than 100.000
miles

Bldgs. 4A31
&B46

RETIRED

DUPLEX for sale
Get a good deal
from owner
753-8588

•
Ua I 110

812 Whitnell

GOING Our

4YR old, 3br, 2 bath,
brick Located near Johnny Robertson Road, 2201
Carrot Drive $124,500
767-0111
BY owner 1.5 story, 3br, 2
bath, brick with many updates, on nice corner lot in
town $90's
753-2848 after 5
BY OWNER
Older home completely remodeled 4br., 11/2 bath,
dining-room, kitchen, fullbasement Downtown location 300 S 5th St
753-6119

A time to take care of your
home Affordable work
done to perfection building, remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, roofing.
siding, concrete, fences,
furniture design, and restoration. Free Estimates.
753-4380

!Aid Trucks

753-4264 After 5 p.m.

Neon Beach
Mini Storage

HUGE
ESTATE
SALE

3BR, 2 Ba, 2400 sq ff. of
living area. Formal dining
and living rooms, large eat
in kitchen, family room
with gas log fireplace
Walk up affic from oversize 2 car garage 40'x8'
covered
porch.
Also,
24'x30' workshop with 18'
overhead door_ Very nice
.58 acre lot with large oak
shade trees. $143,500.
Extra garden lot available
across the road Phone
270-753-9673_
404 N 5th St
3br. gas heat & air. 1/2
basement
&
carport
Stove, refrigerator, washer
& dryer
(270)759-9330
(901)642-6910

1992 Dodge Caravan
91,xxx, Great Shape no
rear seats way under
blue $3.700 753-8734
1999 Ford Windstar van
4dr,
. dual air. 20,000
miles Must sell! $16,200
247-5265

•

HUGE MOVING SALE
1706 Melrose
Saturday, April 7
7 a.m.-12 noon

Offered

s For Sale

CONDOMINIUM
EXCEPTIONAL 3br. 2
Exceptional 3 bedrooms 2 bath, red brick,
double lot.
bath, 1400 + sq ft all on town edge
Consider leasone level, plus covered
ing with option to buy/ lim
balcony & garage First ited owner
financing Call
floor unit with several up753-4109
grades Convenient location must see to appreci- FIVE year old, beautiful
custom built. 3br , 2 bath
ate
formal living & dining
Broker/owner
rooms, sun porch. 2 car
270-753-8584
garage, 16x16 shop, privaor 540-772-1050
cy fence. 2 attached 3br
2 bath apartments with
$1200/mo income. Priced
Lake Property
Iral
thousands less than appraisal, consider lease
with option to buy. Call
767-0493.

KENTUCKY Lake
Property
500 acres 3/4 mile on the
water. (2) 1 acre ponds
Good access from Kirby
Jennings Trail $450,000
615-297-7390 270-7538050

EASTSIDE

2BR. new townhouse, central. garage 3 story.
Coleman RE 759-4118

460
Homes For Salt

Real Estate

Public Sale

Public Sale

130

Services Offered
Cecil McLeod's
Lawnmower Repair
Pick-up 8, delivery
753-9814

ANTENNAS
Including
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
amplifiers, and accessories
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems, Sales,
Service and Installation
Beasley's Antenna
& Satellite,
500 N. 4th St. Murray, KY
270-759-0901.
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel
white rock
436-2113
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING
•Carpets .Furniture
•Emergency water

removal
•Free Estimates
753-5827
MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pick Up & Deliver
753-5668

MOVING
Lamb Brothers
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured Call
Luke Lamb At
1-877-902-5262 or
270-753-2555

CUSTOM Tractor Work
MOWING and trimming
Tilling- Blade Workfor small to average lots
Bushhogging
within city of Murray For
Free Estimates
reliable mowing service
Gerald L Carroll Owner
Call Steve 767-9178
Phone 270-492-6159
PERSONAL TOUCH
Cell Phone 853-4188
Landscaping.Mowing
G Landscaping
Fencing. &
Mowing. Fertilizing
Home Improvement
and trimming Insured
Call 753-5904
For Free estimates
753-2210
PROFESSIONAL
landDECKS. Roofing, Vinyl scape maintenance PlantSiding. Quality Work Free ing & custom yard
work
Estimates Over 25 Years Free estimates 767-9735
Experience Gerald WalR&H Lawn Mowing
ters 753-2592.
Service
DEPENDABLE and affordLeave message and we
able yard work/ hand
will get back in touch Call
work
759-8965 after 4pm or
Free estimates
759-9527
759-2099
RILEY Remodeling
DEPENDABLE Lawn
& Construction
Mowing Service
•Additions.
-Garages.
759-4564
•Pole Barns.
DOGWOOD
.Vinyl Siding & Trim,
LANDSCAPING &
•Replacement Windows
LAWN CARE
•Decks. .Metal Roofs
Complete line of services
offered including mowing
FREE ESTIMATES
12 years experience
270-489-2907
Free estimates
ROOF LEAKING')
Call David 753-9000
Call a professional
FENCING
Residential, Commercial
Midway Fence All types
or Industrial
Complete services
270-435-4645
Reasonable prices
ROOFING and Painting.
Free Estimate Insured
Inside. outside. yard work,
Dick* Farley 759-1519.
hauling, and wall murals
FOR any outdoor
Free estimates. 474-1555.
service's. Lawn, mulch.
ROOFING- Shingles and
shrubs. trees. roof's, act
flat roofs, new roofs and
Call Brandon
tear-offs. 437-4718
436-5277
S&M Mowing Service
FUTRELL'S Tree Servica
Handy man yard work
Tnmming, removal, stump
Affordable rates
grinding, firewood InsurFree Estimates
ed. 489-2839
759-1923, Bobby Story
KIRKS Concrete
759-5234, Ricky Miller
Forming and Finishing
SUREWAY
Eddie Kirks
TREE SERVICE
435-4014
Stump Removal •
LAWN
Insured with full line of
mower repair
equipment
Riding Mowers only
Free estimates
436-2867
753-5484
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530
Services Offered

530
Offered

L&B
CUSTOMS WORKS
• Bush Hogging • Square Hay Baling
• Custom Landscaping • Complete Yard Care

530
Services Offered

Spring is almost here and that
means that it is time to show
your lawn a little TLC.

Mates Mowing
• MOWiNG • LANDSCAPING
• GUTTER CLEANING

No Jobs Too Sorren Or TOo
& COI,. '••••••,-/a/ • Free rstimat,

270-753-8204
CLA SS/

EL)

TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming. leaf &
clipping removal, dethatchmg, aeration, overseeding
& fertilization, bed mulchMg. Free Estimates
759-9609

Yard Alert! Yard Alert!
‘\

opy3.

4S0

759-2514
TIM'S
Lawnmowing Service
Fast & Friendly service
Free estimate
753-0462

YARD-TECH
Lawn & Landscaping
maintenance Lawn
Spraying.
437-4407 210-6268

iffhilir
.416;r4oggionim
inallime
P IINTfflK

LAKE LAND PAINTING
INTERIOR & EXTERIOR PAINTING
Residential, Commercial & Industrial
Specializing in Custom Workmanship
'CUSTOM HOMES
'SPRAY PAINTING
'PRESSURE CLEANING
'WATER PROOFING

'DECK & FENCE RESTORATION
*FAUX FINISHES
*SPECIAL COATINGS
•MULTISPEC COATINGS

cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.

270-753-6895
FREE COMPUTERIZED ESTIMATES:
FULLY INSURED - OWNER: JIM OSBURN

1-800-909-9064

/P.

=Moving=

Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured

David's Home Improvement
'Replace rotten or water damaged floors.
*Install braces & floor Joists under houses for
sagging or weak floors.
•Replace or repair water and drain lines
•Install moisture barriers.

1-877-902-5262 • 1-270-753-2555

Mus...all other home improvements

Owner & Operator
*Luke Lamb*

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates
901-247-5422

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

ARE YOU LOOKING
FOR A GREAT WAY
TO ADVERTISE
YOUR BUSINESS?

A Bigger Selection — A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy'

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash. Visa. Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing
Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price.

For more
information call
Kathy or Tammy
at 753-1916

AM.

CERAMIC TILE • COMP TILE • VINYL • HARDWOOD • CARPET

Do the OWNERS where you
buy your new flooring
personally install for you?
WE DO!Over 34 Years
Experience!

Visit Our Showroom Today
CAR

T&

R COVERIN

Tom
Ta y4of
Rd

Hwy 641- I V2 miss south ot
KmghTs
talmoy to Tom ROY Rd
Mai*,
Righ11500 yards
•.V1:130
13d8V0• ClOOMCIHVH •lANIA • 3111 olINGO •3111

753-7728

All Major Applianr.
and Most Major Brand,

Ward-Elkins
On The Square • Murray
(270) 753-1713

Events scheduled
for Alumni Weekend

As Murray State University
alumni travel to their alma mater
for the annual Alumni Weekend
Free Column
WATSON ROOFING
festivities, April 20-21, a signifiNew roofs, repairs metal
cant schedule of events will occur
FREE solid black growing
and tearotfs Call for esticat to a good home
to commemorate the 75th birthmates 753-3026
753-0696
day of Murray State's Alumni
WILL mow yards in the
Association.
north 6th Street neighborOrganized in 1926 by members
hood Call 759-0227, ask
of the first graduating class of'
for Chris
Murray State Normal School and
WILL mow yards
Teachers College, the association
Dependable and affordaserves as a liaison between the
ble Call for free estimate
(2701759-0974
university and its 47,000 alumni
members constituency and enables
graduates to maintain a close bond
with their alma mater through
numerous events and programs.
There are 23 MSU chapters
located throughout the United
Spring fix-up time is almost here! Get
States.
your home into great shape with the
Patti Jones, assistant director of
help of these local professionals.
MSU alumni affairs, said the association has undergone numerous
changes through the years, with
the most recent occurring in 1993.
"After much consideration and
research, we became a non-dues
paying alumni association." she
explained. "This shift allowed us
to focus on alumni programming
with our alumni regionally and
nationally."
We Specialize in Cleaning"
Jones said the groundbreaking
ceremony for the new Alumni Cen•Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
ter during Alumni Weekend is
•Brick 'All External Cleaning
another change immediately at
*Acid Cleaning Available
hand. Scheduled for April 20 at 4
•We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Driscway s
p.m. in the Tent City area of Roy
Stewart Stadium. Jones said the
Phone (270) 759-4734
David Borders
event is open to the .public.
"We have invited all former
MSU Alumni Association presidents, board of governors and executive Secretaries and treasurers to
attend this event," she explained.
"This marks a significant milestone of the alumni association,
and we are excited the groundbreaking for the new center coincides with the year-long celebration of the association's birthday."
Jim Carter, vice president for
institutional advancement and executive director of the alumni assoLICENSED & INSURED Free Estimates Tree Trimming
ciation, said this is a long-awaitCleanup Seri o
24 Hr Service
ed goal of MSU alumni.

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

SERVICE
DIRECTORY

David's Cleaning
Roofing
Metal
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

F77t#zer'

WE SERVICE

Services Offered

RICKY BOGGESS
DBA SYKES PLUMBING

Services

Brothers
Tree Service

,

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907

Hedge Trimming Full Line of
Equipment
Thee & Stump
Lamb
Removal

HALL'S HEATING &
MECHANICAL, INC.
1244 State Route 121 North

4-ifitri?ao Siaidard
BUILT TO A HIGHER STANDARD

We Service All Brands
Certified TVA Heat Pump Contractor ocense #M02182

270-759-2288
To Advertise Your Business
In Our Home Improvement
Guide Call Kathy or
Tammy at 753-1916 To Get
More Information.

•Well Pumps
•Water & Sewer Lines
0113Eii9
'Water Heaters
I 'All Repairs - Big or Small
'New or Remodeling
Ai

1

ICE

Master Plumber 6059

"We have been fortunate that
everyone is committed to the Alumni Center building project,- he
said. "The center will mainly be
used for alumni activities, but will
also be available to students, faculty and the public for events and
group meetings. The center will also
house the offices of development
and alumni affairs, equipped. with
a conference room and a large multipurpose room that can accommodate up to 300 guests." •
Carter. who anticipates a fall
completion date, said funds for'
the new Alumni Center have come
from various sources.
"Over $50.000 has been raised
through four previous auctions
sponsored by the Alumni Association during Alumni Weekend,- he
said. "Other donations have come

from private inklis iduals. as well
as royalties from the MDNA Alumni Association credit card."
Sherry Purdom, media and special events coordinator for the alumni and development offices, said
this will mark the fifth year that
an auction has been held to raise
funds for the Alumni Center, and
this will be the second year the
Alumni Association has sponsored
an online auction.
"Last year. we held our first
online auction and raised over
$1,200." she said. "This year, our
online auction will offer more
items."
om said the online auction
at yvww.goracersauction.com will be
offered from April 1-19. Items
offered online include MSU football packages with overnight lodging and tickets to home games;
dinner for four aboard My Old
Kentucky Dinner Train
with
overnight lodging at the historic
Rosemark Inn Bed and Breakfast
in Bardstown. Ky.; a Fender
acoustic guitar autographed by Lee
Ann Womack and George Strait;
a four-day weekend at Fairfield
Nashville resort; a ladies dinner
ring; Nashville Symphony package with overnight lodging at The
Opryland Hotel: a two-night stay
at Green Turtle Bay with a dinner certificate at the Commonwealth
Yacht Club and Patti's in Grand
Rivers; and a New York City package that includes a travel voucher on Northwest Airlines and
overnight lodging at the Loios
Club, a French renaissance townhouse off Fifth Avenue in New
York City.
"We are extremely fortunate to
have such a wonderful response
from our alumni," Purdom said.
"Through our second online auction, we have the potential to reach
all our 47,000 MSU alumni."
A silent auction will be held
April 20 in the Curris Center Small
Ballroom from 10 am. until 2
p.m.. and April 21 from 5 to 6:30
p.m. in the Regional Special Events
Center.
Autographed sports memorabilia, tickets • to the Louisville Zoo
and the Louisville Slugger Museum, two Murray bicycles, savings
bonds. a George Strait tour jacket. country Music CDs and season passes to the Paducah Symphony will all be. included in the
items offered during the silent auction
Another popular item that will
also he featured again this .year is
the "Nights on The Town Box."
This box features over $200 worth
of dinner gift certificates to area
restaurants
Keys sell for $1 each, six for
$5. or 15 keys for $10. Key hold:ers may try their keys from 56:30 p.m. April 21 in the Regional Special Eveuts Center.

2x2 - $205
2x4 - $410

1

,

759-0610

e
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4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers
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VISA

HOROSCOPE
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, April
5, 2001
A friend oes out of his way for you this
year. not just once but many times
You'll develop a special relationship
with this person. it you are single
Network and expand your horizons with
knowledge and direction Travel remains
a strong possibility Deal with and learn
from a difference of opinion with an inlaw or relative at a distance Be willing to
embark on a new path or direction If you
are single, you'll develop a relationship
of significance This person will make a
big difference in your life It you are
attached, develop communication
between the two of you VIRGO is your
pal

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
4-Positive,
5-Dynamic.
Have
3-Average, 2-So-so, I -Difficult

ARIES (March 21 -April 191
**** Opportunities knock on your
door Tap into your unusual resourcefulness and energy. Associates support you
in whatever project is important to you
Pressure builds Reach out to s&peone
far away who might sometimes beNdifficult Tonight Continue the health kick
Find an exercise bike

TAURUS (April 20-May Hu
***** Examine possibilities You
see unusual potential for making money
and gaining Another finds you a veritable financial wizard Listen to your sixth
sense rather than to a partner, who might
be jealous or envious of this special
oppommity Tonight Say yes
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Deal with fundamentals. but at
the same time explore an unbelievable
offer that will open doors You're in a
lucky year Start manifesting more of
what you desire Let go of a problem
relationship, in which not everything is
as it seems Let this person grow independently Tonight Happy at home
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Speak your mind, with the
knowledge that others do care and will
listen Certainly, a special friend or associate responds quickly A work- or
health-related matter proves to he difficult Let go of what doesn't work, and
opt for more of what you want Tonight
At a favorite spot
LEO (July 23-Aug 22)
**** Deal with expenditures directly A purchase involving a loved one
might feel unusually worthwhile No
sign adores romance as much as yours.
given the nght place and opportunity
You can make yourself happy, and also
another Tonight Deal with a rebellious
child

VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept. 22)
**** Your smile makes all the difference to those around you Another confers a responsibility on you that lets you
know how very special and capable you
are. Ask for what you need financially to
make this worthwhile Put off dealing
with a difficult roommate or family
member. Tonight: Ask for whatever you
want
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Not everything is at it seems Step
bacic from a confrontation Someone
mAunderstands you. Take the high road
and understand where another is coming
from Discussions allow greater creativity and compassion. Read between the
lines Tonight: Get a good night's sleep
SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov. 21)
**** Another reels you in with the
right bait Think through a commitment
or the implications of an offer You might
like the immediate results but not the
long-term possibilities Use special care
with finances Remember, you only have
to answer to yourself. Tonight
Togetherness works
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Think about someone's offer
Discussions have a vague or different
undertone You might want to confirm
what you are hearing Consider another's
point of view before you do a 180 Think
about what you ultimately want, not just
what you want now Tonight Work late

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan. 19)
**** Visualize and create more of
what you want. Cut the negativity and
decide to make something possible that
you frequently put on the back burner
Your decisions do count An associate
conjures up a special opportunity. Check
it out, as possibilities abound Tonight
Surf the Net
AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18)
**** Share a dream with a fnend or
loved one Creativity surges_ Understand
where a fnend is coming from Pushing
this person will not work. Deal with others on a one-on-one level Your attention
makes others feel wonderful Discuss a
partnership Tonight. Make nice,
PISCES (Feb 19-March 20)
**** Another does whatever he can
to get your attention. Establish limits
with a roommate or loved one, discussions warm up a relationship You need
breathing space. Pressure at work could
have you on edge. Cancel plans if need
he Tonight: Say yes to an invitation
BORN TODAY
Actor Spencer Tracy (1900), actress
Bette Davis (1908), Secretary of State
Colin Powell (1937)

This year's 2001 silent and online auction items include
George Strait CDs and Tour jacket, an autographed Popeye
Jones Raptors jersey and an autographed Lee Ann Wornack and George Strait acoustic Fender guitar. Visit MSU's
online auction April 1-19 at http://www.goracersauction.com.

Fish For Pond Stocking
Delivery Will Be: Friday, April 13
Murray - Southern States
1:45 - 2:45 p.m.. Phone 270-753-1423
To Place An Order Call The Store AtInvp or Call
1-800-247-2615

SUBSCRIBE

FARLEY CI FARLEY FISH FARM
CASH, ARKANSAS 72421
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DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: After having
seen the movie "Traffic," I am concerned that parental influences may
play a larger role than expected in
determining whether children will
abuse drugs or alcohol. Is there a
relationship?
DEAR READER: As reported in
Health Education and Behavior (Feb.
2001), parental attitudes may play an
enormous role in whether children
smoke, drink, or use drugs. According
to the lead author, Dr. Bruce SimonsMorton: "Teens who perceived that
their parents like them, respect them,
take them seriously, listen to them
and give reasons for rules and decisions that involve them were less likely to smoke and drink. Our findings
underscore the powerful influence
affiliation with substance-abusing
peers can have on smoking and drinking."
Like you, my attention was caught
by "Traffic" and I concluded that
Michael Douglas' character, who
drank excessively and largely ignored
his daughter's needs for structure and
attention, may actually have contributed significantly to her downhill
slide. The bottom line? We need to act
as role models for our children, as
well as to attempt to involve them in
lifestyle decisions — a daunting challenge.
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Help II: Mental/Substance
Abuse." Other readers who would like
a copy should send ;2 plus a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope to P.O.
Box 2017, Murray Hill Station, New
York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention
the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: As a veterinarian, I was disappointed to read your
response to the woman who was concerned about the pet dog licking her
grandson's face. You said to back off
because the risk of significant contamination was small.
I would like to draw your attention
to a serious disease called visceral
larval migrans, a childhood infection
caused by a type of canine parasite.
Although VLM is ordinarily spread by
ingesting soil contaminated by the
parasite's eggs, human infection can
result via direct oral transmission
from a dog's mouth to a human's
mouth. Similar transmission of roundworms, tapeworms, and hookworms
can also occur. In addition, cats and

DEAR ABBY

dogs can transmit strep, as well as
many other bacterial infections.
In your column, you properly pointed out that dog's mouths are filthy, in
part because they groom themselves.
Therefore, it is totally inappropriate
for parents to allow dogs — especially
puppies — to lick their children's
faces. This situation is so dangerous
that vets are being cautioned by government health officers to be alert to
this problem and to be more aggressive in animal deworming efforts.
DEAR DOCTOR: I am really glad
that you wrote me to emphasize the
hazards of canine-to-human oral contact. After I published my column in
November, I got a lot of mail criticizing my condemnation of the practice.
Devoted pet owners compared to me
Stalin (at best) and to an ignoramus
(at worst).
Your point is well taken: Domestic
animals can transmit a multitude of
unpleasant diseases by mouth-tomouth contact. And, as I stated
before, it is inconceivable to me that
the many pet owners (who are most
fastidious about frequent hand-washing) are the very ones who encourage
facial licking by domestic animals.
Further, as you pointed out, puppies
may be especially likely to be sources
of infection.
Therefore, I re-affirm my original
position: The mouth is the secondmost contaminated orifice in the body
— and, in the case of cats and dogs,
this may be an understatement.
Parents should discourage facial licking by their pets.

DEAR ABBY: My father passed
away five years ago. In May, my
parents would have been married
for 50 years.
My problem is that my mother
wants to have a 50th wedding
anniversary party in a hall and
intends to invite 200 people to the
event. She wants to have a head
table with her surviving bridesmaids, best man and groomsmen,
and she will even have a place setting for my father with his picture
on the table, as if he were still here!
Mom has also requested a family
photo with all six of us kids and our
spouses and children — which
totals 26 people. She wants to be
seated on a chair with a large photo
of my deceased father beside her,
and all of us gathered around her.
I absolutely refuse to participate
in any of this, as do my brothers
and sisters. We have expressed our
feelings to her, but she says she
doesn't care and will throw the
party herself.
Her friends have phoned me and
asked me to talk her out of this, as
they also do not want her to make a
fool of herself. They expressed that
it would be impossible to act as if it
were a happy event without my
father present.
Abby, Dad died from cancer. It
was a slow, hard death. However,
my mother will not let his memory
rest in peace. Should we let her
have her party and grin and bear it,
or should we try to convince her
how deeply it bothers all of us?
CONFUSED IN
ALBERTA,CANADA

LOOKING BACK

who is an accountant — decided she
wanted to try real estate. She took a
class, got her license, and now sells
real estate part time. She's doing so
well at it that she plans on quitting
her accounting job soon and concentrating on real estate full time.
My problem is I have been having empty nest syndrome, and now
my wife is working every weekend.
On week nights, I sit and watch TV
by myself while she works away on
her computer. On the weekends I
try to keep busy doing jobs around
the house and cleaning, but I'm
bored, lonely and depressed. I have
mentioned this to my wife; she says
I should find a hobby.
Abby, I don't want a hobby. I
want to be with my wife. She
absolutely loves her new job and
talks about it constantly. I don't
want to ask her to quit her job,
because she would resent me for it.
(And no, I don't want to sell real
estate with her. I Any suggestions?
MISERABLE IN MICHIGAN
DEAR MISERABLE: For the
sake of your marriage there has
to be a compromise. One or
both of you must adjust your
work schedule to accommodate
the other.
P.S. Your wife is correct that
you need something to keep you
occupied while she's working.
You would be far less lonely if
you filled those hours with volunteer work. Nothing banishes
loneliness like feeling needed.
***

To receive a collection of Abby's most
memorable — and most frequently requested — poems and essays, send a businesssize, self-addressed envelope, plus check or
money order for tam (a4.50 in Canada) to:
Dear Abby's "Keepers," P.O. Box 447, Mount
Morris,IL 61054-0447.(Postage is included.)

Copyright 2001, Newspaper Enterpnse Assn.

Ten years ago
Published is a picture of Dr. Dan
Harrison, assistant dean of college
of business and public affairs at
Murray State University, presenting
a gift to Alex Warren, senior vice
president of Toyota Motor Manufacturing, USA, for serving as guest
lecturer at the 13th annual Distinguished Lecture in Business Administration at MSU.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Moore
McSwain, March 13; a girl to Dale
and Marie Seay. a boy io Terry and
Fonda Fields and a boy to Ross and
Tiffani Finley, March 29; a girl to
Jay and Cindy Knight. March 30.
Twenty years ago
Dr .L.J. Hortin, professor emeritus and former chairman of the
Murray State University Journalism
Department, will be among the first
17 inductees in the Hall of Fame by
the University of Kentucky Journalism Alumni.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Breen Clark,
March 18; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Glenn Nelson Baugh, March 26.
Calloway County High School
Lakers won over Mayfield 6 to 3 in
a baseball game. Pitchers for CCHS
were Eddie Burgess and Don Hargrove.
Thirty years ago
Sandra Raspberry, member of
the Girls Chorus at Calloway
County High School, has been selected to participate in the "Young
Americans in Concert" 1971 European Concert Tour. The group will
leave from New Jersey June 28 and

DEAR CONFUSED: What a
sad situation. Take one last stab
at trying to convince your
mother that a small family gathering would be more appropriPETER
ate than a large celebration. If
she refuses to budge, she is
GOTT, M.D.
either in a stage of dementia, or
CONTRACT BRIDGE
she hasn't properly dealt with
the death of your father. She
should be evaluated medically
and psychologically at the time
of her annual physical exam, if
South dealer.
Declarer ruffed with dummy's
not sooner.
Both sides vulnerable.
seven of hearts, but East over***
NORTH
ruffed with the nine. East then
DEAR ABBY: I am a 42-year-old
•Q 1054
cashed the ace ofspades to put the
man with three wonderful children.
V75
contract down one.
They are all grown and in their 20s.
RAPE CRISIS
•K 7
South would have made his
(Yes, we had them young.) I have
4AK962
game
had he not covered the queen
CENTER
been married for 23 years and
WEST
EAST
of diamonds with the king at trick
between
my
things have been good
1-800-928-7273
49832
4AJ 7
one. In that case, no overruff would
wife and me.
V 96 2
V4
have taken place, and he would
About a year ago, my wife —
•Q J 10 6 5 2
•A 3
have lost only two diamonds and a
+Q4
44J10873 spade.
IC)An\I L_Y
IV111
SOUTH
In considering his play to the
4 K6
opening trick, South should realize
VAKQJ 1083
from the queen lead that West does
+ 984
not have the ace ofdiamonds. After
DAWN DITTLETON CALLED AND
&Pr ri-I,A1:5--.)'"
+5
placing the ace with East, declarer
NVIrED US TO COME OVER AND
THE NIGHT OF
The bidding
should conclude that nothing can
NEAR LITTLE EMILY
MY VERY FAVCRITE
South West
North East be gained by covering the queen
TV SHOW! -9
'
31.
PLAY HER
ACCORDION
4 IF
PASS
Pass
Pass with the king.
Openinglead —queen ofdiamonds.
Conversely, ducking the queen
AND YOU
Declarer often finds himself can gain if East was dealt the ace
SNP YES9
!
.1
faced with a choice of two plays, singleton or doubleton. When East
neither of which seems to make has the singleton ace, he is forced
any difference. Nevertheless, he to play it on his partner's queen,
must examine such situations to establishing dummy's king. And
see whether one play should be when East has the A-x, the danger
preferred over the other. Failure of a third-round overruff in diato follow this practice cost South monds is substantially reduced.
his contract in today's deal.
So, although it does not seem to
Westled the queen ofdiamonds, matter very much whether deand dummy's king was taken by clarer covers the opening lead or
'INVESTMENTS'.
EVER4ONES STORMINCr il HERO
the ace. East returned the dia- not, which would certainly be true
LO5T.
AND &AMIN& ME FOR EVER•imond three to West's ten, and in most deals, the better play is to
THINci THIS AAR! 40U AREN'T
West continued with the jack.
duck —just in case.
Cy011t& TO DO THAT, ARE'
,IOU??
Tomorrow: A costly failure to unblock.

DR. GOTT

A Critical Difference
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HE WAG 41 my HOUSE
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t WHEN My BROTHER LEFT
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LONG DID you Kiss?
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THE TV
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GARFIELD, THIS 15 A
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FOOD CHAIN

YOU'RE HERE, AND THAT'S
A MOUSE DOWN THERE...

WHERE'S ),
PIZZA?

1 Even score
4 Mosquito
genus
9 Plunge
12 "Ready. —,
fire"
13 Young
salmon
14 — —pinch
15 More
drunken
17 Catkin
19 "— Window'
20 Actor
Kinnear
21 Arrow poison
23 Virginia
battle site
27 Hard twisted
thread
29 Hastens
30 Maiden loved
by Zeus
31 Forerunner
of CIA
32 Strikes
34 Degree for
an
orthodontist
I

35 Deja
36 Champagne
bucket
37 The —
Musketeers
39 Hormone
42 Vast ages
43 — d'oeuvre
44 No man —
— island
46 — -garde
48 Dressed in
51 Noise
52 Susan Luca
role
54 Recent
(prefix)
55 — Ridge
Boys
56 Roadside
restaurant
57 Chatter

DOWN
1 Make lace
2 Roman three
3 Female ruler
4 A continent
5 Corundum
6 CI ck beetle
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18 National
League
players
20 Hold tight
21 — — a
parade
22 Effort
24 Airport of the
Windy City
25 Dilate
26 Smelling
organs
28 Squired
33 Limbs
34 Purring
36 Metal
38 Listen to
40 Show
appreciation
41 Female
relative
45 District in
Germany
46 Trouble
47 By way of
48 Emerge
victorious
49 Teachers'
org
50 Soft mass
53 Ocean St

return to the states July 25.
Gedric Paschall has been elected
chairman of the Murray-Calloway
County Fair Board. The fair is
scheduled the week of July 12-17 at
the fairgrounds.
Lubie Parrish, Frank Montgomery and Jewell McCallon were
elected as officers of the Kirksey
Adult Farmer Class. W.H. Brooks is
the instructor.
Forty years ago
A proposed garbage collection
and disposal system was explained
to heads of various civic clubs of
Murray at a meeting at Murray City
Hall by Mayor Holmes Ellis and
committee chairman, Maurice Crass
Jr., and members, Lester Nanny and
Leonard Vaughn.
Richard Lassiter, Bob Wright,
Bob Wade. Cliff Campbell, Joe
Graves, Tom Lyles, Red Doherty,
Ronald Pace, Bill Sumner, James
Boone, Hub Dunn and Noble
Knight had top averages in Murray
Merchants Bowling League at Corvette Lanes this week.
Fifty years ago
Jane Perry, Pat Futrell and Sara
Calhoun, students at Murray High
School, were winners of the essay
contest on "Democracy Vs. Communism," sponsored by Captain
Wendell Oury Chapter of the
Daughters of the American Revolution.
Halene Hatcher and Dr. Stephen
S. Visher were married March 21 in
Chicago, Ill.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Burie Haneline and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Todd.

TODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, April 4,
the 94th day of 2001. There are 271
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On April 4, 1968, civil rights
leader Martin Luther King Jr., 39,
was shot to death in Memphis,
Tenn.
On this date:
In 1818, Congress decided the
flag of the United States would
consist of 13 red and white stripes
and 20 stars, with a new star to be
added for every new state of the
Union.
In 1841, President William
Henry Harrison succumbed to
pneumonia one month after his inaugural, becoming the first U.S.
chief executive to die in office.
In 1887, Susanna Medora Salter
became the first woman elected
mayor of an American community
— Argonia, Kan.
In 1975, more than 130 people,
most of them children, were killed
when a U.S. Air Force transport
plane evacuating Vietnamese orphans crashed shortly after take-off
from Saigon.
In 1981, Henry Cisneros became
the first Mexican-American elected
mayor of a major U.S. city — San
Antonio, Texas.
In 1983. the space shuttle "Challenger" roared into orbit on its
maiden voyage.
Ten years ago: Sen. John Heinz
(R-Pa.) and six other people, including two children, were killed
when a helicopter collided with
Heinz's plane over a schoolyard in
Merion. Pa.
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